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1                                   Monday, 22nd February 2016

2 (10.00 am)

3                    WITNESS SR247 (sworn)

4 CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.  Can I start

5     by reminding everyone, as always, if you have a mobile

6     phone, please ensure it has either been turned off or

7     placed on "Silent"/"Vibrate", and I must also remind

8     everyone that photography is not permitted either here

9     in the chamber or indeed anywhere on the Inquiry

10     premises.

11         Yes, Ms Smith.

12 MS SMITH:  Good morning, Chairman, Panel Members, ladies and

13     gentlemen.  Our first witness today is SR247.  She is

14     "SR247".  SR247 wishes to take a religious oath and she

15     also wishes to maintain her anonymity.

16                    WITNESS SR247 (sworn)

17 CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, SR247.  Please sit down.

18            Questions from COUNSEL TO THE INQUIRY

19 MS SMITH:  SR247's statement can be found at 15015, which is

20     in response to an allegation of HIA198 that SR247, when

21     she was employed in Middletown, slapped her.  Her

22     statement is at SJM030 to 038.  She gave evidence on

23     10th February 2016, which is Day 185.  The relevant

24     transcript can be found at SJM7109 to 7115.

25         Now, SR247, you will see that we have redacted
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1     details here to protect your anonymity.  So can I just

2     ask you to confirm that this is the statement of

3     evidence that you prepared in response to the allegation

4     that was made against you for the benefit of the

5     Inquiry?

6 A.  Yes, Chairman, it is.

7 Q.  SR247, if I just can ask you a few general questions

8     about the time that you worked in Middletown in

9     St. Joseph's.  We know from records that we have seen

10     you actually started there in employment on 1st

11     September 1994, but you were telling me that you, in

12     fact, lived in the convent and helped out from about

13     1989.  Is that right?

14 A.  That's correct, Chairman.

15 Q.  You were not -- you were employed outside of

16     St. Joseph's, but just helping out when needed.

17 A.  Yes.  During that time, Chairman, I was teaching in

18     a local secondary school.  So I had been living in

19     Middletown I think from about 1989.  During that time it

20     would have been a place I would have brought my --

21     I have one nephew and one niece.  They had been coming

22     down to Middletown since they were about 3 and one and

23     a half to stay right through until they became 15 or 16

24     and it was no longer cool to stay in a convent with

25     their aunt, but they had been all those years there.  So
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1     whilst I was living there they were part of that.

2     I taught in the local secondary school.  Then I became

3     increasingly involved with the children in Middletown

4     and decided to retrain.

5 Q.  From 1994, when you were employed, you were based in

6     House 1, which was the assessment unit.  Is that right?

7 A.  That is correct, Chairman.

8 Q.  I was just asking you -- I know that you actually

9     qualified ultimately as a social worker in the year 2000

10     --

11 A.  Uh-huh.

12 Q.  -- but you were an unqualified worker there in '95 to

13     the end -- sorry -- '94 to the end of '95, which is when

14     the Inquiry stops looking at the institutions.  In those

15     early years of your time working in St. Joseph's what

16     was your role?  What duties did you have?  What kind of

17     things did you do?

18 A.  From recollection, Chairman, I would have had the same

19     duties as any other staff member.  I would have been

20     doing duty, you know, whether day time or night time.

21     I would have been working with the children along with

22     qualified social workers within the team.  I would have

23     been very much involved with the children in their

24     day-to-day activities, whether that's helping them in

25     the morning with breakfast, getting ready for school;
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1     whether it was helping them with their homework in the

2     evenings or preparing the evening meals.  I would also

3     have been asked and contributed to assessments, you

4     know, of the children, because I would have been on duty

5     with them at significant periods of time.  So I would

6     have been -- my opinion would have been sought as well.

7         I was very much involved with children -- SR240 was

8     a great believer in children having a good holiday and

9     there was a tradition of that in Middletown, that each

10     unit went away, the staff along with the children, to

11     specific places.  I remember vividly being sent over to

12     the West of Ireland to an outdoor pursuits centre with

13     the children with other members of staff and really

14     having fabulous times on holiday.

15         I was there -- for example, night times if children

16     had absconded, for example, and they did, SR240 --

17 Q.  Just pause there, SR247.

18 A.  Sorry.

19 Q.  I think maybe the Chairman's computer is not working.

20 CHAIRMAN:  I'll just carry on I think.

21 MS SMITH:  Very well.  Sorry, SR247.  You were saying?

22 A.  If children had absconded, for example, and were being

23     returned by the police during the night, which did

24     happen, SR240 was a great one for having us give the

25     children something to eat when they returned, and, you
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1     know, you might have been on duty from early in the

2     afternoon right through the night until the next day at

3     4.00.  So -- but it was part of what we did.  So

4     children were -- if they wanted chip butties, which

5     seemed to in my memory be a great favourite, or toasties

6     or -- I have to say I make quite nice stew and they used

7     to love the stew.  So if they were gone, you would maybe

8     in anticipation have had it ready if you had the --

9     well, whatever it was, you made them their food and the

10     children went to bed at least not hungry.

11 Q.  And you were telling me that the girls were also

12     involved in making choices about their stay in

13     Middletown in terms of colours for bedrooms --

14 A.  Oh, yes, yes.

15 Q.  -- or in terms of menus and things like that.

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  They were engaged with the staff in those sort of

18     lifestyle choices.

19 A.  Very much so, Chairman.  SR240 and the other Sisters and

20     the lay people who were in charge, because obviously it

21     wasn't just Sisters, would have been very much of a view

22     that we should try to normalise if you can normalise

23     that kind of situation, because children are not in

24     their own homes, but it was -- every single unit was

25     different.  The children were involved in picking the
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1     colour of paint for the walls, curtains, fabrics, etc.

2     They were very much involved in that and each house was

3     very different in terms of decor.

4         They were also involved -- the children with staff

5     every week would have chosen their menu for the week.

6     There were things children liked to eat.  I always

7     remember House 1 sadly went through a craze for that

8     Quorn I think it is called.  It is artificial vegetarian

9     type meat.  I don't think you can call it meat actually.

10     They were very keen on that for everything.  So children

11     chose their menu with staff.  Then they made out their

12     shopping list, if you like, for the week.  I had some

13     responsibility for that, but I think it was later, the

14     later period.

15         We also had things, you know, like the milkman came

16     and the breadman came and delivered whatever each house

17     wanted in terms of food and in terms of bread and

18     biscuits and cakes and that kind of thing, and then the

19     milk.  So they were very much involved in the day-to-day

20     workings.

21 Q.  You also were talking to me earlier about somebody that

22     the Inquiry has heard mentioned in the course of its

23     work and that's a former employee, SJM4.  You knew her

24     as SJM4.  Isn't that correct?

25 A.  Yes.  I didn't know her name was SJM4 for quite some
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1     time actually, because everybody of every age refers to

2     her as SJM4.  She then was a much larger than life

3     person.  I am not sure what experience children had of

4     larger than life females, but often a reaction when they

5     saw her would have been, "Oh, God!  Look at the size of

6     her!"  That wouldn't have been quite the language they

7     used, but nevertheless the sentiment remains, but SJM4

8     was always from my experience a very warm, nurturing

9     person.  She was very, very motherly.  The children

10     loved her, but the staff loved her also, because you

11     could have -- SJM4 was one of those people you could

12     have gone to if you were worried about something, if you

13     were concerned, if you were just having a not so good

14     day.  The children had the same relationship with her.

15     Even when children moved on to other units, they would

16     often want to come back to SJM4.

17         It wouldn't be unusual if SJM4 was walking down to

18     school with some of the girls that the other girls from

19     other units would be hanging off her literally, catching

20     up, telling her what they were doing, what was happening

21     in their lives.  She was a very warm, motherly figure

22     really.

23 Q.  The other person -- the Director during your time there

24     was SR240.  We know she has been unable to come and

25     speak to the Inquiry, but I just wondered -- you were
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1     saying about how she insisted that holidays were good

2     for the girls; that they got food if they'd run away.

3         What other experience did you have of her?  What's

4     your overall memory of SR240 and how she affected

5     Middletown, if I can put it that way?

6 A.  I think she -- I mean, she was clearly very central to

7     the whole situation.  She was very pro the children.

8     An example of that I can give you is Christmas time.

9     I don't think I ever worked as hard in my entire life as

10     I did at Christmas in Middletown, because SR240

11     insisted, like any good parent would do, that you would

12     listen out for what the children were talking about.

13     They might be talking about the latest perfume or

14     jewellery or clothes or things that us older

15     fuddy-duddies wouldn't know about.  We had to jot that

16     down and let SR240 know, because that's what those

17     children got for Christmas, along with just a huge

18     amount of things, because I remember having to go to

19     Belfast to buy all these dressing gowns and slippers and

20     bath stuff and all of that.

21         The thing that she insisted on really, which really

22     there were some times it was just I thought beyond the

23     pale, every single last thing had to be wrapped in

24     Christmas paper.  It didn't matter how small it was.

25     Should it be just little sweets, little gold coins,
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1     whatever it was, every single last thing had to be

2     wrapped in Christmas paper.

3         Then we had to do the whole Santa Claus myth,

4     because she always had a view that most of the children

5     we worked with didn't really have an experience or

6     a memory of Christmas as good.  So when the children

7     came over for midnight mass, they used to leave their

8     pillow cases with their names painted on them or written

9     on them or whatever in their individual houses.  Then

10     I would be present and then have to sneak off and do

11     this mammoth task of putting all their gifts at each

12     child's chair and then be back into mass as if nothing

13     had happened.

14         Then we would all go over, staff and girls, and be

15     there for the opening of the presents and the tears and

16     the joy, and I associate Christmas with chip butties

17     sadly, because you could be sitting at 2 o'clock in the

18     morning, 3 o'clock in the morning and they were still

19     talking, "How did I get this?" and, you know, it was

20     always a lovely time in that sense for the girls.  They

21     had great memories.

22         Then on Christmas Day SR240 and I along with helpers

23     would prepare dinner for the Sisters first and then all

24     the girls and staff came over and they were in the big

25     parlour, as it was, and everything set out beautifully.
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1     I used to be starving, dying to get my own dinner, and

2     I was so exhausted.  Then we would feed the staff and

3     the girls and we would have fun with them, do you know,

4     playing daft games, whatever it was.  Then they wanted

5     to go back to their own units and they would -- then we

6     would have our dinner at that point.

7         So it was those times.  She wanted them -- it was

8     about creating memories for them, good memories I think.

9 Q.  You also described her as a very fair person.

10 A.  Very.

11 Q.  You say staff knew where they stood with her.

12 A.  Absolutely.  She was -- I think it would be fair to say

13     that she expected every one of us to work as hard as we

14     should do, which I think any good employer would want,

15     but she was also extremely fair.  It wasn't -- it wasn't

16     an unbalanced type personality.  You know, she expected

17     you to do your best for the girls and to do your job,

18     but she was also a very fair human being.

19 Q.  You are aware apart from the allegation made against

20     yourself that we have had other allegations made that

21     either a member of the congregation or a member of staff

22     might have struck a girl.  Did you ever witness anything

23     like that, for instance?

24 A.  Absolutely not.  No, never.

25 Q.  And the other allegation that we have heard is that
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1     girls would -- might have been denigrated or their

2     parents might have been denigrated either again by staff

3     or congregation members.  Is there anything ...?

4 A.  I absolutely never heard anybody do that.  I did -- we

5     did, all of us, at one time or another -- we were

6     verbally abused by children when they were having maybe

7     a bad day or a bad moment, and they could -- you know,

8     they would have been very abusive, but it was part and

9     parcel of the thing.  They were very troubled kids and

10     they had had a lot of pain, but I never ever heard

11     a staff member of any description abuse a child.

12 Q.  I am just going to deal with the allegation that has

13     been made against you, and I think if we just look at

14     that.  That's at 034 and at paragraph 22 here.  This is

15     the girl HIA198.  You do remember HIA198 being at

16     Middletown when you were there.  She said that she ran

17     away from Middletown quite frequently.  She said on one

18     occasion you caught her and slapped her across the face.

19     Then she goes on to talk about other residents:

20         "If someone ran away, the other residents were given

21     a treat, like a extra cigarette, when the runaway was

22     caught."

23         First of all, can I ask about cigarettes in

24     Middletown?  I should have maybe asked you about that

25     earlier.  What was the position about girls smoking that
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1     you recall?

2 A.  Well, yes, Chairman, the girls who did -- who came to

3     Middletown smoking in an effort to try to I suppose

4     limit the number of cigarettes they smoked and also to

5     try to ensure some sort of safety, cigarettes were taken

6     off the children.  They were given a ration, if you

7     like, of five cigarettes per day.  That was kept in the

8     house units.  Obviously the children bought into that at

9     some level and agreed to it.  They would get their

10     cigarettes then during the day at particular times, at

11     their tea break up from school, in the evening times,

12     that.  So it was -- I don't ever recall a child coming

13     to Middletown and starting to smoke, but I do certainly

14     recall a lot of children smoked.

15         A lot of children also came to Middletown having

16     developed a habit of, you know, abusing other

17     substances.  Children who sniffed seemed to be very --

18     was very prevalent at that time, but yes, there were

19     five cigarettes per day.

20 Q.  Were girls given an extra cigarette if they helped to

21     get a runaway back, for example?

22 A.  Children weren't used in Middletown to get a runaway

23     back.  Children did get extra cigarettes, yes, they did,

24     and maybe if we were in this part of the 21st century,

25     it would be different, but that's what it was then and
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1     they did get extra cigarettes, but children were not

2     used to bring other children back.  That is not my

3     experience.  The police may have returned them.

4         On occasions -- there were fields up behind

5     St. Joseph's and the girls would have taken off

6     sometimes up over the fields, quite a dangerous pursuit

7     really, given -- given the times that we were in, and

8     the British Army would very often be in those fields and

9     run across as part of their duties, but there were also

10     working farms and there were cattle in those fields and

11     they were ploughed up and they were messy and mucky.

12         So I do remember many, many times walking across

13     fields with the kids, and you just really -- the thing

14     was really if you just walked at a respectful distance

15     from them and let them say all they had to say and then

16     try to engage them in conversation, they did eventually

17     get fed up walking in the fields and we would go back to

18     Middletown then.

19 Q.  Just coming on to that, you will know from the

20     transcript of what HIA198 told us -- you thought that

21     the only time you had been engaged with HIA198 that you

22     could remember was when you went to Craigavon Area

23     Hospital to collect her and bring her back from there to

24     St. Joseph's.  There was another member of staff with

25     you, as you described in your statement.  You met HIA198
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1     at the hospital and you then brought her back after she

2     had been seen by the medical staff.  You were telling me

3     about some particular aspect where HIA198 had asked you

4     to mind something for her that really is how you were

5     able to pinpoint being with her --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- at Craigavon Area Hospital.

8 A.  That's correct.

9 Q.  What she said to us when she spoke to us, and we can

10     look at the transcript of this, if we just go to 7110,

11     and at the bottom of that page what she said was that

12     she did not remember you collecting her from Craigavon

13     Area Hospital.  What she did remember was:

14         "... the door had been unlocked for some reason in

15     House 1 and I just toddled down the hill and I went to

16     Armagh.  I tried to go to the north side to run away.

17     I was caught in the middle of a field.  I had tripped

18     and fallen in the middle of a field",

19          which could have happened.  As you say, it was a

20     ploughed-up field.  She said that you grabbed her up.

21         "There was a big girl, a big, tall, short,

22     black-haired girl standing beside her and they had got

23     me."

24         Can I ask, first of all, SR247, do you recognise

25     that description of another girl, whether that might
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1     have been a staff member or anything?

2 A.  It could have been anyone, Chairman.  I have no

3     recollection of that incident.  I don't know where north

4     side is or if indeed there are fields there.  I have no

5     recollection of that.

6         I do -- all I do know is that I never hit HIA198 nor

7     any other child at any stage in my life.

8 Q.  Just to be clear, she said what you did was you grabbed

9     her up and whacked her across the face.  Then she goes

10     on to say that she remembers that -- just scroll on

11     down -- as clear as day.

12         "It was in the middle of a field.  I don't remember

13     that incident there at Craigavon Hospital."

14         Then I told her what your memory is, that the only

15     encounter that you had with her would have been at

16     Craigavon.  If we can just scroll on down, please,

17     I asked her was that incident in the field the only time

18     that she was -- that you were involved in her care.  She

19     said "No".  You would have been around the units.  You

20     would have been there:

21         "... and we all knew that she was there, you know,

22     saying 'Hello' to her and anything.  She was there.

23         Q.  This was the only incident where she slapped

24     you?

25         A.  Yes."
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1         Then if we go then to page 7112 -- the next

2     page actually -- and just scroll on down there, I made

3     the point to HIA198 that this was the only time that

4     there had been a complaint about you was this complaint

5     by her; that the congregation had not received any

6     complaint of you slapping any other child or abusing any

7     child in any way.

8         Then at the end of her evidence, when she was

9     speaking to Mr Lane in answer to questions that he was

10     posing to her at 7114, HIA198 said that the reason that

11     she wouldn't go back to Middletown was -- you just see

12     there:

13         "From 1st November in Craigavon I was -- they told

14     me I was going back to Middletown and I didn't want to

15     go to back to Middletown after being hit by SR247 and

16     what not.  Like from what I know about myself, I would

17     never go back to somewhere where I was hurt."

18         She says that's evidenced through her records and

19     through her files.  She said:

20         "If I was hurt somewhere, I didn't want to go back

21     there.  They told me I was going back to Middletown.

22     I refused point blank to go."

23         She then ended up in St. Luke's.  So essentially

24     what she is saying is there was one incident where you

25     caught her in a field when she was trying to abscond.
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1     You grabbed her and whacked her.  Because of that she

2     then later refused to go back to Middletown.

3         I know you have said in your statement that you at

4     no time slapped HIA198.  Is there anything else that you

5     want to say about that, SR247?

6 A.  All I know, Chairman, is that I remember that incident

7     particularly well.  In fairness I didn't put all the

8     information in my statement, because I felt it might be

9     embarrassing for HIA198, but I remember it so well

10     because when we went to St. -- Craigavon Area Hospital

11     to collect her, she had -- she was going to be seen by

12     the medical profession, and I honestly don't recall why.

13     She had been gone for a number of days, but she had

14     called me into the -- you know, where the --

15 Q.  The cubicle?

16 A.  The cubicle.  Sorry.  Yes.  Thank you.  She asked would

17     I keep something for her while she was being examined

18     and I said I would.  She had kept a little pouch of

19     money in her pants, and she had taken this out and

20     handed it to me, and I think it is because of that that

21     I remember the incident very, very clearly.  When she

22     was seen then by the medical people, I gave her back her

23     pouch and we then returned to Middletown.  That's really

24     why I remember that.

25         I have no recollection particularly of going after
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1     HIA198 in the way she describes.  I do know very clearly

2     that I never whacked or struck or hit any child ever.

3 Q.  So if I have understood what you are saying, SR247, you

4     may well have brought her back out of a field, but in

5     doing so you didn't hit her.

6 A.  Absolutely never hit a child, no.

7 Q.  Just in terms -- we know -- the Inquiry has seen

8     HIA198's records and know the type of troubled history

9     that she had.  Was that the type of girl that you were

10     seeing in Middletown in the mid-1990s?  Were they

11     particularly troubled children?

12 A.  I would think it would be fair, Chairman, to say --

13     without having knowledge of individual cases at this

14     point -- but I think it would be fair to say overall the

15     children who came to Middletown did come from distressed

16     and disturbed backgrounds.  They were troubled children.

17     Some of those children were able to talk about their

18     sexual abuse.  It would be my memory that many of the

19     children were sexually abused, but didn't speak about

20     it.  Some children were there because they absconded

21     from school.  They didn't attend school.  They were

22     significantly lacking in their education, but I am not

23     always so certain that those children's difficulties

24     were simply school, because most children were quite

25     happy to go to school in Middletown.  Then that very
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1     much catered for their individual needs.  It was a very

2     different environment.  So, yes, they were all troubled

3     children.  They wouldn't have been there otherwise.

4 Q.  Just one other thing that I was asking you about.  You

5     didn't qualify as a social worker.  You were a qualified

6     teacher, but didn't qualify as a social worker until

7     2000.  Isn't that right?

8 A.  That's correct, Chairman, yes.

9 Q.  In 1994/'95 from your recollection were most staff

10     qualified social workers in Middletown or not?

11 A.  My memory is that yes, they were.  Most of the staff

12     were memory would have been qualified social workers.

13     Some were not, but had other qualifications, but my

14     memory is that overall they would have been qualified

15     social workers, Chairman.

16 Q.  Thank you, SR247.  There is nothing else that I want to

17     ask you about.  The Panel may have some questions for

18     you, but is there anything else that you want to say to

19     the Inquiry about your time in Middletown or about the

20     allegation or anything more that you want to say about

21     it?

22 A.  No.  I absolutely refute the allegation, but I can say

23     that I honestly loved working in Middletown, much more

24     so before the Children Order came into place, and that

25     would have been at that time, because I felt that you
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1     could really genuinely do good work with children and

2     try to help them to move along to the next stage of

3     their lives.  It was a place I loved living in and loved

4     working in.

5 Q.  Thank you, SR247.

6                   Questions from THE PANEL

7 CHAIRMAN:  SR247, you have described the problems that many

8     of the girls had before they arrived in Middletown, and

9     it is perhaps important just to remind ourselves that

10     these were all teenage girls and well into their teens

11     by the time they arrived in Middletown, although they

12     may not all have been exactly the same age when they

13     arrived.  Isn't that right?

14 A.  That's correct, Chairman.

15 Q.  It was from what we have been told always a relatively

16     small number of girls who were there at any one time.

17     Isn't that so?

18 A.  That's correct, Chairman, yes.

19 Q.  About thirty or thereabouts?

20 A.  I think so from memory.  About five or six children per

21     unit and there were four units.

22 Q.  Yes, and did each unit have a particular character as

23     a matter of deliberate policy or perhaps because of the

24     personality of the houseparent, or were they -- in other

25     words, were they designed for -- one house for more
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1     difficult girls, one house for more compliant girls,

2     that sort of thing?

3 A.  That wouldn't be my understanding of it, Chairman.

4     I would have -- there was a skills mix I suppose in

5     every unit and individual personalities would have given

6     a different flavour in each unit, but I wouldn't have

7     been aware of a deliberate policy to have a more rigid

8     unit or more relaxed unit.  That wouldn't be my memory

9     of it.

10 Q.  You've described the location of St. Joseph's.  It was

11     very close to the border.  Isn't that right?

12 A.  That's correct, yes.

13 Q.  And, as you've already reminded us, it was I think on

14     the outskirts of the village.  Is that so?

15 A.  Oh, yes, it was, yes, Chairman.

16 Q.  So surrounded by farmland?

17 A.  Correct.  That's correct, Chairman.

18 Q.  But did the children go to a school in Middletown

19     village itself, a secondary school?

20 A.  No, there wasn't a secondary school in the village,

21     Chairman.  Most of the children went to school -- there

22     was a separate school on the grounds in St. Joseph's.

23 Q.  I see.

24 A.  Some of the children, albeit a small number, would have

25     gone out to school in the community if they felt that
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1     they could.  There was one child who went to the high

2     school in Keady during my time there, because that was

3     her choice and she felt comfortable enough to do that.

4     That would have been facilitated for any child, but by

5     and large they went to school in the unit, the teaching

6     unit within the grounds.

7 Q.  Is that the unit to which you are referring when you

8     mentioned SJM4 or SJM4, as she was known, walking girls

9     from her unit down to the school?

10 A.  Yes.  Sometimes -- that would not always have happened.

11     Sometimes -- sometimes children might have said the

12     likes of, "SJM4, I'm afraid that I might run away this

13     morning because the girls in another unit are talking

14     about it.  If you walk down with me, then I have

15     an excuse not to do that", or she might just have been

16     going down to ask about something else or attend

17     a meeting, but the school was quite separate from the

18     units in the sense that there were teachers, qualified

19     teachers there, and the children were in the particular

20     classes depending on their particular needs.

21 Q.  If I can turn then to SR240, you have said that she was

22     a very fair person.  The staff knew where they stood.

23     In terms of stature was she relatively slightly built?

24 A.  Yes, I would have thought so, yes.  She was or she is --

25     well, she's smaller than me height-wise, and my memory
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1     of her to be honest is that she was always on a diet of

2     lettuce sandwiches.  So she was a great one for watching

3     her weight, to be honest.  So, no, she wasn't a big

4     woman in any shape physically.

5 Q.  Did she impose whatever views she had by force of

6     personality or in any other way?

7 A.  I would have thought that her -- because what she valued

8     was the children and us doing the best for the children,

9     she didn't have to enforce her views, her opinions.  We

10     all shared those, and I suppose she largely led by

11     example as well.  She was hugely respected by both the

12     children and her staff.

13         

14     

15       

16       Working in Middletown, we

17     all shared responsibility.  There was never a sense that

18     SR240 or SJM76 or SR234 were better than us or higher up

19     a ladder than us or anything like that.  It was as if we

20     all worked together, which in hindsight was an excellent

21     way to work.

22 Q.  I think one of the witnesses has said that she did not

23     interfere in the way that each person ran a unit, but

24     she was there to speak to or ask advice from as needed.

25 A.  That is correct, Chairman.
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1 Q.  Was that your experience?

2 A.  Yes, that would be, yes.

3 Q.  Was she out and about the place or was she perhaps

4     always in her office dealing with administration?

5 A.  No.  She was -- she was very often out and about.  You

6     know, if there had been -- including during the night,

7     because if there was a situation where a child was very

8     unsettled in a particular unit, SR240 wouldn't have just

9     left the children.  Neither would SR234 or SJM76,

10     whoever happened to be on duty.  They would have been

11     around and letting the staff know they were available to

12     them, even if it was during the night.  I know that too

13     because often I would have been wakened in the night to

14     say, "Look, there's a bit of difficulty in House 2.  Can

15     you just be around outside just so staff know that

16     there's someone there supporting them as well?"  So

17     there would have been that sense.  Obviously she was in

18     her office at some periods, Chairman, because she had to

19     be, but she was very present, as were all the senior

20     staff, to all of us and to the children, you know.

21 Q.  Thank you very much.

22 MS DOHERTY:  Thanks very much, SR247.  That has been really

23     helpful.  Can I just ask: were you allocated to one unit

24     in particular or did you work between the houses?

25 A.  My memory -- and, to be honest, my memory is that I was
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1     allocated to House 1, but you would have been in and out

2     of the other units as well.  Part of that would have

3     been that children moved on sometimes from House 1 to

4     other units.  You would have gone down just to see them,

5     or if you had a particularly good relationship with

6     a child and they had moved on to another unit, staff

7     might say to you, "Would you call down and have a wee

8     chat just ..."  You know, it might be enough just to

9     alleviate a child's anxiety or distress or whatever, but

10     you would have been mixing with the other staff members

11     and the kids.

12 Q.  In relation to the children being allocated to the

13     houses was there discussion about that at staff

14     meetings?  Was there a view, you know, progressing

15     children, moving on to different houses?  How did that

16     get decided?

17 A.  I wasn't very much involved in that process at that

18     point.  I do know that there would have been -- they

19     would be now called LAC reviews; I am not sure what they

20     were called then -- but those kind of meetings,

21     involving Social Services, involving the children, but

22     there were a lot of variables, because some children --

23     there wouldn't have been beds in particular units,

24     because there would have been children there and they

25     would be there longer term.  So that was a factor.
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1     Another factor would have been a child, if she had

2     friends in House -- I don't know -- say, House 3 that

3     she knew from home and she maybe would have absconded

4     with or involved herself in risky behaviour, you

5     wouldn't necessarily have put a child in with those

6     other friends.

7         Children had a view as well, because sometimes

8     children, if they were there for the fifteen weeks,

9     would have developed relationships with other staff in

10     the different units, and they might have had

11     a preference for one unit rather than another.

12         So there were a lot of variables, but I wasn't

13     involved in that minute detail in respect of that.

14 Q.  Was absconding a big problem?

15 A.  Not -- I would say overall not really.  There were

16     periods of it, you know.  It was like a rash, you know.

17     They got a notion of it.  Hot summer days, or, you know,

18     the late nights that never seemed to get dark might have

19     left them a bit unsettled, or they might have been up at

20     home at the weekend and some of their friends were

21     talking about -- I don't know what they had then --

22     raves or whatever, parties or whatever.  So they might

23     have been a wee bit unsettled in that sense.  Once one

24     did it it tended to have a knock-on effect, but

25     I wouldn't have -- I wouldn't say it was a huge everyday
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1     problem.  No, I wouldn't, because there were very

2     settled periods when children were very happy to be

3     there.  So I wouldn't have thought it was a generalised

4     thing.

5 Q.  In relation to girls' behaviour did you have to

6     intervene between girls?  Was there any kind of physical

7     behaviour, bullying?  Did you have to intervene?

8 A.  I actually don't recall ever seeing children fighting

9     with each other.  You would have been aware maybe that

10     some of the girls maybe in House 4 were not very happy

11     with some of the girls in House 2.  You would have maybe

12     got that information from school, but it was managed at

13     that level.  It would have been the way you would with

14     any child in any family.  It would have been maybe

15     managed with school with the teaching staff and then it

16     didn't transfer up to the units.  It was dealt with by

17     them, but I don't think I ever saw children fighting

18     with each other.

19 Q.  Did you have ever have to restrain a child?

20 A.  No, we didn't -- no, we didn't restrain children.

21 Q.  So there was no restraint used?

22 A.  No.  The only occasion I remember something was a young

23     person -- largely we would have -- if they were walking

24     out of the grounds -- they needed to do that; they

25     needed to get off steam some way or another -- you would
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1     have walked with them.

2         There was one occasion I remember a child from --

3     I think from Derry, but I am not certain.  I remember

4     it, because I thought it was a very -- it was a very --

5     I don't know -- kind thing to do in one way, like.  The

6     child was very destructive of herself.  She was very

7     innocent at some levels and wasn't -- was at risk when

8     she ran off and ran away.  I remember at one point where

9     she had been running away quite a lot.  She just seemed

10     to be in a spiral she couldn't get out off.  We formed

11     -- the staff that were there, and I was part of that --

12     formed a circle round her.  We didn't touch her or she

13     didn't touch us.  We just walked with her wherever she

14     walked and tried to talk to her and she talked with us.

15     Certainly I wouldn't call that restraint, but it was

16     only one occasion and it had a positive outcome for the

17     youngster.

18 Q.  Were you ever involved in children being given time out,

19     being put into a room by themselves for time out?

20 A.  Sometimes children would have asked -- but very rarely

21     -- would have asked to go up to what was called the

22     secure unit.

23 Q.  Secure unit.

24 A.  I don't know when that became that.  I can't remember.

25     Some children would have asked to go up there, because
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1     they felt they were maybe just so out of control

2     themselves, or there were particular children that would

3     have gone there, but largely would have asked to go

4     there.  It wasn't used.

5 Q.  But you were never involved, were you, in bringing

6     a child to the special unit who didn't want to go there?

7 A.  No.  I would have been there when police returned one

8     young person.  I don't know whether she was more --

9     I don't know -- anti the police from her background or

10     whatever, but once she was there and settled I would

11     have been involved, you know, been up there on duty

12     sometimes, but not very often really, because it wasn't

13     used very often.  You know, you would have been there

14     making food for the kid.  They would have been free to

15     roam within the facility.  You would have been watching

16     TV or making something to eat with them, but it wasn't

17     very often used is my memory.

18 Q.  Can I just -- the final question.  It's just for

19     yourself.  Did you act as key worker to any of the

20     children?

21 A.  No, no.

22 Q.  But was there a key worker system?

23 A.  Yes, there was.

24 Q.  So it would have been the qualified staff --

25 A.  That is my memory of it, yes.
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1 Q.  -- that would have been the key worker.  Did you receive

2     formal supervision in your role?  Did anybody meet with

3     you regularly in discussion?

4 A.  SJM4 would have, and if not SJM4, then there was another

5     person there, SJM43, who has since died.  She would have

6     been one of the senior members of staff there.

7 Q.  Would that have been organised as opposed to ad hoc

8     where you would ...?

9 A.  I honestly can't recall.  Sorry.

10 Q.  Okay.  Thanks very much.

11 MR LANE:  When the children ran away, which direction

12     generally did they head in?  Were they trying to get

13     back home up north?

14 A.  They were trying to get to Belfast I imagine.  Sometimes

15     I don't think they were trying to get anywhere.  They

16     just needed to do something, you know, to get off steam.

17 Q.  Get a bit of space?

18 A.  I think so.

19 Q.  Did they ever head south?

20 A.  Some -- a few children did.

21 Q.  Did that create problems with the border and so on?

22 A.  It did.  It did I think, but it very seldom happened,

23     and there were good -- there was very good relationships

24     with the local police in Middletown and with the Guards,

25     but it wasn't something I recall being a significant
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1     issue at all.  Children didn't want to go down south.

2 Q.  When you said I think that things changed with the

3     Children Order --

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  -- that obviously is after our remit, but how did things

6     change?

7 A.  I think, you know -- for example, we mentioned smoking

8     earlier.  With the Children Order you weren't allowed to

9     have that level of token economy.  You could not give

10     cigarettes to the children in that rationed fashion.

11     That resulted, of course, in children getting cigarettes

12     and bringing them in and smoking as often as they liked

13     up in their bedrooms, and just all the risk of fire, and

14     even collusion between kids, you know, because they now

15     had these cigarettes.  It was like a bargaining tool for

16     them.

17 Q.  Okay.

18 A.  So I felt it was unhelpful.  There was also the whole

19     thing of -- I think the Children Order at that time was

20     just taken on lock, stock and barrel without any

21     reference to individual situations of children in

22     Northern Ireland, and I don't think it was helpful.

23 Q.  Thank you very much.

24 CHAIRMAN:  Well, SR247, I am sure you will be glad to know

25     that's the last question we have for you.
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1 A.  I am.

2 Q.  Thank you very much for coming to speak to us today.

3 A.  Thank you, Chairman.

4                      (Witness withdrew)

5 MS SMITH:  Chairman, the next witness is to be taken by

6     Mr Aiken.  I am not sure whether he is finished

7     consulting with her yet.

8 CHAIRMAN:  We will rise until we are ready for the next

9     witness.

10 (10.45 am)

11                        (Short break)

12 (11.50 am)

13                   WITNESS HIA376 (called)

14 CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Aiken?

15 MR AIKEN:  Chairman, Members of the Panel, good morning.

16     The next witness today is HIA376, but HIA376 at the time

17     that we are dealing with.  She is "HIA376".  She is

18     aware, Chairman, you are going to ask her to take the

19     oath.  She is going to preserve her anonymity, which

20     I will deal with with her statement shortly.

21                    WITNESS HIA376 (sworn)

22 CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Please sit down.

23            Questions from COUNSEL TO THE INQUIRY

24 MR AIKEN:  HIA376, coming up on the screen will be the first

25     page of your witness statement.  You can see, as we were
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1     discussing earlier --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- the grey boxes on the version you can see are now

4     blacked out.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  Can you just confirm that is the first page of your

7     witness statement?

8 A.  It is.

9 Q.  If we go to the last page, which is at 066, please, and

10     if you just look at the copy you have before you as

11     well, HIA376, can you confirm that that's the last

12     page of your witness statement?

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  And that you have signed it?

15 A.  Yes, I signed it, yes.

16 Q.  And you want to adopt it as part of your evidence to the

17     Inquiry?

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  The black marks we discussed are the Inquiry's anonymity

20     policy.  You want to keep your anonymity?

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  You were born on 

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  We were discussing that makes you now 47.

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  You were one of three siblings.

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  You had a  sister HIA176 at the time, although she

4     now prefers to be known as HIA176.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  Then you had a younger sister Nicole.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  Both your and HIA176's paths in St. Joseph's crossed

9     over.  I will try and explain that complicated picture

10     in just a moment.  You have five children of your own?

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  And three grandchildren?

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  Before I give the Panel some references in the

15     electronic library of documents where material about you

16     can be found I just want to try and be clear about the

17     time periods, because from our discussion earlier you

18     can see your timings in terms of when you were in

19     St. Joseph's you got mixed up with in your statement --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- and the times that your sister is there is something

22     that it is slightly difficult to work out and be clear

23     about.  You were in St. Joseph's for two periods.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  The first period began on 22nd June 1983.  You were 15
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1     at the time, and you were in St. Joseph's, Middletown

2     for one year and three weeks, leaving on 14th July 1984

3     

4     

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  Now in that first period that you are there for, that

7     one year and three weeks, when you arrive, your sister

8     is already there --

9 A.  She is.

10 Q.  -- which is part of her second spell in St. Joseph's.

11     For the Panel's record your sister leaves St. Joseph's

12     on 31st August 1983, which ends her second spell, and

13     that means that the two of you are in the same

14     institution for two months.  She goes home to Derry.

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  Then for the next six months you are in St. Joseph's on

17     your own --

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  -- although you were explaining and agreeing with me

20     earlier you get home for weekend leave pretty much every

21     weekend.

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  Then your sister comes back in during what is your first

24     spell --

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  -- to begin what is for her her third spell in

2     St. Joseph's on 20th February 1984.  She spends the next

3     three months in St. Joseph's with you --

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  -- when I say "with you", I mean at the same time as you

6     --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- until 18th May 1984   --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- when she goes home --

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  -- again to Derry, but you continue to reside in

13     St. Joseph's until 14th July 1984.

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  At the end of your statement you talk about being put

16     out when you were 16   I was

17     explaining why that's not what's in the records and you

18     are happy that the records are likely to be right about

19     what occurred.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  So your first spell comes to an end at the end of -- the

22     middle of July '84 and you go home to Derry.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  But that doesn't work well at home --

25 A.  No.
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1 Q.  -- and there are very difficult circumstances before,

2     during, after your time at St. Joseph's.

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  You are returned to Middletown for your second spell --

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  -- which begins on 25th August 1984, and you are there

7     for eight months.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  You are 16 and a few months when you go back in, and you

10     stay there until 27th April 1985  

11       During that second

12     spell your sister HIA176 comes back in for what is her

13     fourth spell in St. Joseph's for a four-week period

14     between 29th September '84, so a month after you have

15     begun your second spell --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- and she is there until 19th October 1984.  So your

18     overlap during your second spell is a three-week period

19     and that was shortly after it had become known that she

20     was pregnant.

21 A.  That's right.

22 Q.  So most of the eight months that made up your second

23     stay your sister was not in St. Joseph's with you.

24 A.  No.

25 Q.  I hope for the Panel that that's clear as to the
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1     overlaps, because one of the things that you talk about

2     in your statement is the relationship that was

3     facilitated or not facilitated with your sibling and

4     I will come back to that.

5         So that's the time period that we are talking about,

6     between the ages of 15 and 16 --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- and not earlier, not 13.

9         The Panel -- if you just bear with me for a moment,

10     HIA376, until I draw attention to where various

11     documents can be found that we have talked about this

12     morning.

13         The Panel have access to a statement from SR240, who

14     was the head of St. Joseph's during your time there in

15     1983/'84.  You make a series of allegations about her.

16     That statement can be found at 920 through to 923.  We

17     will look at that when we come to deal with SR240

18     shortly.

19         There then is a very detailed statement from SR235,

20     who you also make an allegation against.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  SR235 makes the statement on behalf of the congregation,

23     and that statement can be found at 924 through to 946

24     with then exhibits from 947 to 988.  That looks at some

25     of the general way of life matters that you talk about
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1     in St. Joseph's and then it also deals with SR235's

2     response to an allegation that you make about her, and

3     we will come back to that.

4         There is another statement from SR235 that I will

5     just acknowledge exists of 8th February '16.  It runs

6     from 29131 to 29149 with exhibits then from 29150 to

7     29256, but that in effect is a repeat of what SR235 says

8     about HIA376 in the statement of 22nd January that

9     I have just referred to.

10         There then is a statement from SJM4, who would have

11     been known to you as SJM4.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  She is represented, and I should just again acknowledge,

14     Chairman and Members of the Panel, the attendance of

15     Mr Boyd and Mr Neville, who were in attendance the week

16     before last, when unfortunately HIA376 was not able to

17     be here --

18 A.  No.

19 Q.  -- on that occasion.  SJM4's statement can be found at

20     15255 and runs to 15257 and she deals with the

21     allegation HIA376 makes on 15256 and we will come back

22     to that shortly.

23         There then is a statement that's available from

24     SJM8, who is an ex-resident of St. Joseph's, that HIA376

25     refers to.  Her statement is at 15252.  I will come back
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1     to that.

2         Then the Heath & Social Care Board, the modern day

3     version of Social Services, HIA376, has provided

4     a statement, which runs from 412 to 415, with exhibits

5     from 416 to 459.  As you were explaining to me, HIA376,

6     you know there was very substantial social work

7     involvement over many years --

8 A.  Yes, there was.

9 Q.  -- with you and with your family.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  The Social Services' papers are voluminous.  As you

12     know, I was carrying a significant number of files this

13     morning.

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  Between you and your sister there are over eight lever

16     arch files' worth of material.  The Social Services'

17     papers run from 10782 to 11289 in the bundle.

18         I know that you in your statement refer to not

19     having seen the social worker that often --

20 A.  No.

21 Q.  -- as far as your memory was concerned, but I was able

22     to explain to you that it looks like from the records

23     there was a considerable amount of involvement of the

24     two men you remember --

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1 Q.  -- who was I think SJM56 and --

2 A.  .

3 Q.  -- .

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  There is records of them coming -- certainly 

6      coming to see you in St. Joseph's --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- seeing you when you are home for the weekend in

9     Derry, you writing to him about the normal matters of

10     life, as it were, in your circumstances, and, as I said

11     to you, I have gone through that body of material.

12     There is no mention anywhere in it of any allegation of

13     ill-treatment that you made at any time about

14     St. Joseph's.  I think you agree that you didn't at any

15     stage complain to your social worker about anything that

16     was happening to you in St. Joseph's.  Is that right?

17 A.  I was too afraid.  I didn't -- I didn't tell him.

18 Q.  The Department of Justice has provided a statement to

19     the Inquiry, which -- because they are responsible for

20     training schools, and it runs from 289 to 291 and there

21     are exhibits from 292 to 323.  That just covers some of

22     the records we were discussing earlier.

23         You were explaining to me that you have never made

24     the allegations that you have made to the Inquiry to the

25     police at any stage --

SJM79

SJM79

SJM79
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1 A.  No.

2 Q.  -- and haven't pursued a civil claim against the

3     congregation --

4 A.  No.

5 Q.  -- or anybody else in respect of them.

6         I will just give the Panel the reference, because

7     the congregation refer to the Social Services

8     Inspectorate report, which the Panel have seen on

9     a previous occasion, from 1987, which is after HIA376's

10     time, but it runs from 1493 to 1563, so in considerable

11     detail about its examination of the life of how the

12     training school operated.

13         The one addition to that, Members of the Panel, if

14     I can draw to your attention that SR235 obviously gave

15     evidence the week before last on Day 186 of the

16     Inquiry's public hearings, which was 11th February of

17     2016.  That was scheduled and took place after HIA376's

18     original intended date, when she was not able to be

19     present.

20         HIA376, if we look, please, at the first page, 061,

21     if we go back to 061, please, paragraph 4, the start of

22     the second page, you had been in Harberton House

23     initially --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- and then because of behavioural difficulties that
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1     I am not going to go into the detail of the decision was

2     made in your interests according to the records to take

3     you to St. Joseph's for a more strict environment to try

4     and help you settle.

5         There was one issue leading up to you going into

6     St. Joseph's that we talked about from the Social

7     Services' report.  I will just get you to deal with that

8     now so we do it in chronological order.  There is

9     a reference if we can bring up, please, 452.  You go

10     into St. Joseph's in June 1983 on 22nd, and just before

11     that there is a social work report from 

12     where he records an incident on 1st June 1983 that

13     Social Services, the department in Shantallow, had

14     received information through your  sister HIA176.

15     Now at the time HIA176 was still in Middletown --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- on what was her second spell there.  The information

18     that was conveyed was that you had been sexually

19     interfered with by a bus driver in Derry.

20 A.  That's correct.

21 Q.  At the time I think you were living in Harberton.

22 A.  Uh-huh, yes.

23 Q.  You had according to this record in any event made

24     a call to HIA176 in Middletown and described the attack

25     in some detail, but then when the matter is reported to

SJM79
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1     the police, this record indicates nothing of a sexual

2     nature had, in fact, taken place between you and the bus

3     driver and the allegation was proven to be without

4     foundation.

5         "Later, when confronted by HIA176, HIA376 denied

6     ever making the charge."

7         It is recorded that you didn't give any thought to

8     the fact the bus driver may well have lost not only his

9     job but his reputation.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  I was asking you, "Can you remember that sequence of

12     events?" and you were explaining to me you could.

13 A.  Yes, I could.

14 Q.  Do you want to tell the Panel what you remember

15     happening?

16 A.  Yes.  I was coming over it must have been from the

17     Waterside, because the bus pulled in at Foyle Street,

18     and I -- it was the one driver usually on the bus and we

19     were talking away and he pulled into the old depot as it

20     was then years ago and came up the back -- asked me to

21     come up the back of the bus, because he would have

22     checked the bus seats and stuff like that, and he

23     touched me, so he did, and what do you call it?  He

24     actually was saying, you know, that he would maybe have

25     time, you know, to have me as well, you know.
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1         Then I came out with it.  I told what was happening,

2     and then what happened then was my mother was invited

3     down to the barracks and my stepfather, and everybody

4     was about and doing a lot of roaring and shouting, and

5     my mother threatened me that I was to say that it was --

6     I made it all up, and I was also afraid as well that,

7     you know, if I didn't do as her and my daddy said, that

8     I would have got a quare beating like, you know, but he

9     definitely did touch me, yes.

10 Q.  So your mum and your dad or just your mum?

11 A.  Well, I would have answered to him, you see, when I got

12     home, because he would have -- my stepfather.

13 Q.  Who told you not to ...?

14 A.  My mum.

15 Q.  Your mum told you to deny that it had happened?

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  Then it looks like HIA176 tackled you over not standing

18     by what you had told her.

19 A.  I know, because I was afraid.

20 Q.  At any event that's what's in the record --

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  -- HIA376, as we were discussing.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  So this is a report that leads you to being in

25     St. Joseph's.  If we go back to your statement at 061,
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1     as we were discussing, you are 15 at the time rather

2     than 13.

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  You are in what was House 1, which was the committal

5     house.

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  From the daily diary entries that are available I can

8     see that you were there from 22nd June '83 until

9     13th October 1983 --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- which is I think almost -- between three and four

12     months before moving on to House 2.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  It is while you are in House 1 that you talk about SJM4

15     or SJM4 --

16 A.  SJM4.

17 Q.  -- as you would have known her.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  You say she hit you on the ear and knocked you down the

20     corridor when you asked to see your sister HIA176.  Now

21     you were explaining to me in slightly more detail what

22     actually happened.  Do you want to just tell the Panel

23     what led to this?

24 A.  Yes.  Why -- what led to why she slapped me?

25 Q.  Yes.  What were you --
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1 A.  Yes.

2 Q.  Where were you and what were you doing?

3 A.  Me and another girl, she more or less took me up to the

4     dormitories.  I think there was about six in each end

5     with just a small curtain.  This particular girl went

6     into the bedroom of -- you know, the staff bedroom, and

7     SJM4 would have been a very big lady, and she came out

8     with a pair of black trousers, and me and her jumped

9     into a leg of the trouser each, and we were bouncing

10     about, laughing.  She swung the door open, and when

11     I seen her, I was, "Oh, my goodness!" and she took her

12     back -- the back of her hand and went like that

13     (gesturing) and slapped me, so she did, and I went

14     flying.  I was asking her could I see my sister, you

15     know, because if truth be told, when I was in Harberton

16     and HIA176 wasn't there and she was in Middletown, I was

17     really missing her, you know.

18 Q.  If I just break that down a little --

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  -- with you, HIA376, what you are saying is that you and

21     another girl --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- put your leg into the same pair of trousers and were

24     messing around --

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  -- and whatever the commotion that caused was SJM4 has

2     come up and flung open the door into the dormitory where

3     you were --

4 A.  With her trousers on.

5 Q.  -- and she just takes her back of her hand and smacks

6     you where?

7 A.  She backhanded me (gesturing), hit me across here,

8     across the ear and face.

9 Q.  Across the ear and face?

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  Was this the only time she hit you during your time in

12     St. Joseph's?

13 A.  No.  She had a great -- that was one of her great

14     traits.  You never know when you walked past her whether

15     you, you know -- because the backhander came so quick.

16     She was such a large lady even a push or a poke, you

17     know, would have -- I was obviously very small and

18     petite -- would have put you back, but there was more

19     than one occasion.

20 Q.  And did you see her hitting other people?

21 A.  Yes, I did.

22 Q.  Was that a regular thing that she did, where she would

23     have lifted her hand and struck people?

24 A.  She would have.  The size of SJM4 alone would have put

25     the fear of God in you and you certainly knew by the rod
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1     of her hand.  You know, at that time a lot of the girls

2     just put their head down and got used to it after maybe

3     a couple of slaps, but, you know, I --

4 Q.  I am just trying to get a sense for the Panel --

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  -- of how common it was that she would have lifted her

7     hand to one of the girls.

8 A.  Oh, one of the girls would have -- somebody would have

9     got slapped once a day, twice a day.

10 Q.  So it was a common thing in your experience --

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  -- in House 1 --

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  -- of seeing either you or someone else who lived

15     there -- I think there was probably eight to ten girls

16     --

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  -- at your time --

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  -- in House 1 -- who would have been struck in this way.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  Your recollection -- it is not in your statement, but

23     your recollection is that it was over this trouser

24     incident.  That's the one slap that sticks in your mind.

25 A.  That was my first slap the first day there.  As I got
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1     older and thinking about it, you know, I think that was

2     just her putting the stamp on me to sort of, "I am

3     watching you", you know, that I was a bad girl and she

4     would take it out on me, like.

5 Q.  I was explaining to you that initially I think SJM4

6     worked in St. Joseph's between 1972 and 1998.  So she is

7     there 26 years.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  

10       She would have

11     been 36, 37 years of age.  The Inquiry has been able to

12     trace her.  If we look, please, at 15256, a statement

13     that you and I were discussing earlier, she deals with

14     what you say about her.  She recognises you are the 

15     sister of HIA176, HIA176 as she would have been at the

16     time.  She says:

17         "I deny each and every one of her complaints.

18     I have never hit her on the ear or tossed her down the

19     corridor and I have never told her that she would have

20     it bad in Middletown because she was bad.  HIA376 claims

21     that she was beaten by the nuns.  This is untrue.  I am

22     sure if the nuns were physically violent to any of the

23     children, I would have known about it.  It is also

24     untrue that the behaviour recorded during the day ..."

25         She goes on to talk about some other things that you
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1     mention --

2 A.  Uh-huh.

3 Q.  -- but she says certainly she never lifted her hand to

4     you at any stage.

5         I was also drawing to your attention, if we look,

6     please, at 927, SR235 speaking on behalf of the

7     congregation has said to the Inquiry that she --

8         "I was not aware until I read HIA376's statement of

9     any allegation that SJM4 hit HIA376 or indeed hit any

10     child in St. Joseph's.  I would never condone the

11     striking of a child in the way HIA376 has described.

12     Such an act would be totally wrong and against all our

13     discipline and pastoral care policies in place at

14     St. Joseph's at the time when HIA376 was in our care.

15     I read the allegations with genuine shock as this

16     alleged treatment is completely inconsistent with

17     everything I know about SJM4 and how she cared for the

18     girls in House 1 during the time I was on staff at

19     St~Joseph's."

20         So she is expressing her view based on her knowledge

21     of working with this lady over many years.  She has

22     expressed that to the Inquiry.  So that is what --

23     I will look with the Panel later on about something your

24     sister says, but other than you and your sister the

25     Panel are aware of one other individual -- Ms Smith
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1     opened the police material relating to that and the

2     difficulties that there were in relation to the

3     allegations that were being made -- but those are the

4     only complaints that the Inquiry is aware of relating to

5     SJM4 or SJM4, as you knew her.

6 A.  SJM4, yes.

7 Q.  What you are saying is that it was really a matter of

8     routine that she would have struck individuals in the

9     way you are describing with this back of the hand --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- motion.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  For whatever reason those people haven't made those

14     complaints to the congregation or the Inquiry or the

15     police.

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  The other incident that from my working through the

18     material seems to happen about the House 1 period, if we

19     look at paragraph 5 of your statement, please, at 061,

20     you talk about attending mass every morning.  I was

21     having a discussion with you, as you know --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- about whether it was mass or whether it might have

24     been an assembly and not actual mass --

25 A.  Yes, yes.
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1 Q.  -- because the congregation have said to the Inquiry

2     that mass happened once a week and the local priest

3     would have come in, but it was a public mass.  So you

4     would have had members from the community --

5 A.  On a Sunday, yes.

6 Q.  -- present as well.  What you are describing here in

7     paragraph 5 is -- can you remember whether it was mass

8     that this occurred at or whether it may have been --

9 A.  Well, because we were going into a chapel, you know,

10     I would be -- that would be mass to us.  It would be

11     mass to me, but obviously every morning was a ritual

12     that we all went there, because that's where I got to

13     see my sister as well, mass, but I'd say it was

14     an assembly of all the girls and the nuns.

15 Q.  Your recollection is that, because of something you did,

16     this priest, who wasn't a nice person --

17 A.  No.

18 Q.  -- slapped you in the face.

19 A.  Yes.  Yes, he did, yes.

20 Q.  One of the points that the congregation make in response

21     to that, as I've said, mass wasn't something that

22     happened every day, and when it did happen, it was

23     public.  So if this happened at mass --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- there would have been not only other people from the
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1     congregation, other residents from the school there, but

2     members of outside --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- the outside community.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  Never were they aware of any allegation of any resident

7     being slapped by a priest.  If it was a school assembly

8     --

9 A.  Assembly.

10 Q.  -- then it would be limited.

11 A.  Being in the chapel, I would have took that as mass,

12     because that's what we would have said, mass, in the

13     morning, although it was an assembly.

14 Q.  What it would have meant then was it was in front of the

15     other residents of the school and whatever staff were

16     there that day.

17 A.  The other girls, yes.

18 Q.  Can you remember who was present whenever this incident

19     occurred?

20 A.  All the girls from all the houses, because it was

21     a ritual every morning and --

22 Q.  Were there nuns present as well?

23 A.  Yes, there was a few.  Yes, most of them were present,

24     because some of the older nuns would have been there as

25     well, because they would have done a bit of choir as
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1     well, you know.

2 Q.  They would have come over from the convent?

3 A.  The con... -- yes, yes.

4 Q.  Was this slapping done in full view of all of them?

5 A.  Yes.  I got slapped, yes, because I was dressed

6     inappropriately, like.

7 Q.  You were -- you were able to mention to me a surname

8     that you thought it may have been.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  I am not going to get you to name that now.

11 A.  No.

12 Q.  What I am going to do is get Ms Dougan just to write it

13     on a bit of paper.  I am going to give it to you just so

14     you can confirm that's it and then we will give it to

15     the Panel, because it is not a name that has come up --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- from my understanding to date.  I will just get

18     Ms Dougan to hand that to you just now. (Handed.)

19 A.  Yes.  Yes.

20 Q.  I will just get Ms Dougan to give that name to the

21     Members of the Panel, but you were explaining to me he

22     was an old man --

23 A.  Yes, he was, yes.

24 Q.  -- was your recollection.

25 A.  He was an old man, yes.
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1 Q.  As I said to you, it is not a name that has come up as

2     yet and we will look into that.

3         Now you move to House 2, so out of the committal

4     house, on 13th October 1983 and you are then in House 2

5     until you leave on 14th July 1984, when you are

6     discharged for the first time, the end of your first

7     spell, back to  --

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  -- to live with your family.

10         In paragraph 6 you talk about the Friday night

11     treat.  In summary what you are saying here is that if

12     your behaviour caused a reduction in points, everybody

13     suffered as a result of that --

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  -- and therefore that created difficult circumstances

16     with the other girls.

17 A.  Well, yes, because they were losing out on maybe

18     a cigarette or a chocolate bar.

19 Q.  As I said to you, just if we bring up, please, 930, the

20     congregation have explained to the Panel that in their

21     view that is not an accurate description of how the

22     points and reward system worked.  If we scroll down

23     a little:

24         "I can confirm there was a reward system at

25     St. Joseph's based on a points system.  Every Saturday
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1     the girls were allocated 100 marks.  If their behaviour

2     both in the house or in the school was inappropriate,

3     they lost marks.  If it was good, then they were

4     allocated marks known as pluses, which earned them extra

5     pocket money.  Every week each girl was then told how

6     many marks they had and marks were also allocated

7     generally.  The reading of the marks in each house was

8     done collectively with all the girls from the house and

9     in the presence of senior staff and the house mother and

10     any other members of staff in the house who were on

11     duty.  If a girl lost a lot of marks, then her pocket

12     money would have been reduced.

13         The Friday night treat which HIA376 refers to would

14     have applied to all the girls in the house regardless of

15     whether they had lost marks.  As I said above, the

16     reward system earned the girls pocket money, which was

17     then handed out to each girl on Monday.  The Friday or

18     Saturday night treat was a big part of the weekend

19     routine ...",

20          and included movies, sweets, crisps and lemonade or

21     an extra cigarette.

22 A.  Cigarettes, yes.

23 Q.  "I am not aware of any previous complaint being made by

24     HIA376 that she had been beaten by other girls because

25     she did not get 100 points."
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1         She gives various reasons why she says that that is

2     unlikely to be the case, but that's your recollection of

3     how it worked.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  In paragraph 6 of your statement you talk about two

6     particular girls --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- that you say bullied you.  If we look, please, at

9     061, you say that they beat you.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  You name the two girls.  The two names, which we will

12     not use beyond the chamber, are SJM8 and SJM12.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  You say they were physically abusive to you.

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  I explained to you that the Inquiry had been able to

17     trace SJM8.  If we look, please, at 15252, we will see

18     what she has said to the Inquiry.  In fairness to her

19     this is the only allegation that she faces, but she says

20     in paragraph 2:

21         "I am struggling to put a face to the name HIA376."

22         That may be because you would have been known as

23     HIA376 to her at the time.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  "There were a lot of girls in St. Joseph's at the time.
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1     I am finding it very hard to believe that I would

2     physically beat anyone on one occasion, never mind

3     several occasions.  I am strongly disagreeing with what

4     this lady is saying.  I do believe that there was a lot

5     of bitching and bickering going on, given the fact that

6     St. Joseph's was for girls ranging from age 13 up.

7         I am also struggling with the lady's picture of life

8     in St. Joseph's.  While it was no holiday camp, it was

9     an okay place to be living, given that we couldn't be at

10     home with our family.  I would also like to say I was

11     never subjected to, nor did I ever witness, any such

12     punishments issued by the Sisters or any other staff

13     member.  It is most certainly not the St. Joseph's that

14     I remember."

15         So she is saying two things essentially.

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  She is saying she does not remember ever being

18     physically violent to anyone, including you, and the

19     general impression that you are giving of St. Joseph's

20     is not how she recalls life there.

21 A.  Uh-huh.

22 Q.  I was explaining to you that I was able from the

23     voluminous material, including daily dairies -- there

24     are references to conflict with these girls.  I am going

25     to show those to the Panel.  If we look, please, at
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1     25957, this is of 16th November 1983.  So you went into

2     House 2 in October '83.

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  So this is in House 2.  If we go down to 16th November

5     -- leave that on the screen -- we can see you had

6     apparently done a good service.  Then you have said

7     that:

8         "SJM12 had been calling her names since she came

9     into the house.  This morning in class she discovered in

10     the book something written by SJM12 and that SJM40 said

11     that she was taking it to SR240.  I tried to ring",

12     I think that's SR235, "to find out what the whole

13     problem was and if I should go to SJM40, and SR235 was

14     in Antrim."

15         So something has happened where SJM12 has been --

16     according to you, you are reporting her being verbally

17     abusive.  Then something has been written in your book

18     which is causing the teacher, SJM40, to want to go and

19     see the head, SR240.  There is later reference to you

20     being in conflict with SJM40.  I am not sure whether

21     that's over this particular incident.

22         Then there is an entry of 25th November, if we go to

23     25958, please, where the problem seems to persist.  We

24     can see at the bottom half of the page, please:

25         "HIA376 was visited today by her stepfather and was
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1     quite emotional after the visit.  Told me this evening

2     that SJM12 is on her back all the time; also SJM8.  When

3     HIA376's dad came into the house today, SJM12 kept

4     playing the Derry record once again.  She said that she

5     had ignored SJM12 and SJM8 and their remarks for a long

6     time now, but she really feels like sticking them.  She

7     asked about her review ..."

8         You go on to ask can you be present at your review.

9         Now if we move on to the next page, this having been

10     brought to the attention of the -- whoever is writing

11     the note, which isn't SJM1, because the way the thing is

12     written, somebody is writing now about what SJM1 did,

13     but on Saturday 26th it is recorded that:

14         "SJM1 took HIA376, SJM12 and SJM8 into the office

15     this afternoon and sorted out the conflict that was

16     going on between them.  SJM12 said as far as she was

17     concerned there was no conflict.  It appears that there

18     is some jealousy over a boyfriend.  HIA376 said that she

19     felt better afterwards."

20         So what the record shows, HIA376, is that there's

21     definitely some issues at this point in time at any

22     event -- perhaps more beyond this -- but at this point

23     in time between you and the girl SJM8 and SJM12 that you

24     have mentioned --

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  -- but it seems -- there doesn't seem to be any

2     suggestion of physical violence by them, and you seem to

3     have felt comfortable to report the fact you were not

4     happy about what they were saying about you --

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  -- and that resulted in a member of staff then

7     confronting the issue and at least according to this

8     record you being happy with the outcome.  Do you

9     remember any of that actually occurring?

10 A.  I do, because SJM8 was from the village.  So she knew

11     all the members of Middletown through growing up in the

12     village and knowing everybody, and she was very well

13     liked.  SJM12 was from Derry and she sort of was her

14     little sidekick.  You know, the two of them worked with

15     one another, you know.  If there was any beating done or

16     any physical abuse or that, it would have been when

17     lights were out.  You know, you would have got -- they

18     would have come into your -- it wasn't a door.  It was

19     just a curtain you had, or you would have had the sly

20     comments when there was nobody about, you know.  So

21     although I was glad I got that bit off my chest about,

22     you know, what they were doing, I just had to carry on

23     with it and just wish then that it would go away or they

24     would leave.

25 Q.  Why would you not have mentioned that they were
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1     physically beating you?

2 A.  I was too scared, because I knew I would get worse.

3 Q.  Those are the only entries I can find about difficulties

4     between you and those two girls, and I think at times

5     they were also friendly with you, because I think on one

6     occasion you had run off together.  Would that be right?

7 A.  On the way back from our weekend in Derry we got off at

8     Omagh, off the bus, and we should not have.  We should

9     have been going straight to Monaghan, where we were

10     going to get picked up.  We got off the bus and we were

11     missing for a few days, so we were, and, you know,

12     I wouldn't say -- now SJM8 wasn't there.  SJM12 was

13     there, so she was, and another lady was there, myself,

14     but at that time she would have backed down a bit,

15     because she would have been coming back, you know, from

16     Derry with a lot of Derry girls or Omagh girls that were

17     getting on the bus, you know.  So, you know, that did

18     happen.  I remember we absconded and we didn't go back

19     and the police picking us up.

20 Q.  I think you were on weekend leave --

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  -- and got off at Omagh when you shouldn't have.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  I think it was the next day probably from the record

25     that the police brought you back.
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1         But you go on in paragraph 6 of your statement, if

2     we look at 061, please, that it is SR240, the head of

3     the training school at the time, that you say was the

4     worst.  She would give you terrible beatings.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  She hit you with a large bunch of keys.

7 A.  Yes.  She used to have them on a chain.

8 Q.  She would also kick you and punch you with her knuckles

9     and fist.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  You were explaining to me that the two things you

12     distinctly remember were the keys --

13 A.  The keys.

14 Q.  -- and then do you want to just show the Panel -- you

15     did the gesture for me about the knuckle that you were

16     referring to.

17 A.  (Gesturing.)

18 Q.  You remember her --

19 A.  She would have been -- she would have been punching you

20     on the head with the knuckle like that and the keys at

21     the same time.  She was -- you know, she didn't show no

22     mercy when she was beating you, like.

23 Q.  I was asking you in what circumstances she would have

24     been involved in beating you and how often it would have

25     been occurring, because the impression from your
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1     statement is that she would have beaten you an awful lot

2     during your time there.  Is that how you remember it?

3 A.  Yes.  She gave me a terrible beating when I came back

4     from Omagh, so she did, and I was put into the cub... --

5     you know, my room and I wasn't fed.  That was the

6     punishment, and if you did anything and you were sent

7     for, she sent for you to go to her office, you knew --

8     the walk from the House 100 yards into that school, you

9     knew what you were going -- what was going to happen to

10     you, you know.

11 Q.  So if I just pause you there, HIA376, what you are

12     saying is you remember one occasion when you came back

13     from --

14 A.  Well, I remember all of them.

15 Q.  I will just deal with them one by one.

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  You come back from Omagh.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  You are being punished for --

20 A.  Absconding.

21 Q.  -- absconding or not coming back, getting off in Omagh,

22     being brought back by the police.  You remember being

23     physically hit by her then, but also you were saying you

24     were deprived of food.

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  How long did that go on for?

2 A.  That happened once or twice -- twice.  When I came out

3     of hospital, I was punished for that as well.

4 Q.  We are going to come to I think the same incident, the

5     hospital incident.

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  It is not something that's in your Inquiry statement.

8     That's why I am asking you --

9 A.  It's just coming -- you know, bits of it is coming back,

10     but over the bunch of keys.

11 Q.  And where were you -- were you put somewhere when you

12     were not able to have food or was it just you --

13 A.  No, you were put into your cubicle, your room.

14 Q.  Right.  So you were in your room, doing the normal day

15     but just not allowed food?

16 A.  Yes.  You were just sent to Coventry.

17 Q.  So did you have to stay in your room?

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  So if it was school, you didn't get to go to school or

20     ...?

21 A.  Three days I was in that room.

22 Q.  Right, and that's after the Omagh incident that you are

23     talking about?

24 A.  After two or three incidents, yes.

25 Q.  Two or three different incidents?
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1 A.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  You were saying that you were, when you were describing

3     yourself to me earlier, stubborn and you wouldn't shut

4     your mouth were the words you used.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  You felt that's what led you into conflict with SR240,

7     that you were more rebellious than others.

8 A.  I think I was more headstrong, because I had to be.

9     That's all I was used to, because I had to protect my

10     family and my mother, and then when I went into care,

11     I still felt that I had to keep doing that, and

12     I suppose at the time, looking back now, I was more

13     headstrong.  It was harder for them -- the other girls

14     after a few beatings would have just put their head down

15     and carried on whereas it took a bit longer for me to

16     learn that lesson, you know.

17 Q.  I was asking you: "Did you see SR240 hitting other

18     girls?"

19 A.  Yes, I did, yes.

20 Q.  Like SJM4 or SJM4, you would have seen SR240 regularly

21     hitting other girls, not just you?

22 A.  Not just me, other girls, the same knuckle and the keys.

23 Q.  And SR240 at the time was in a position to provide

24     a replying statement to the Inquiry.  As I explained to

25     you, she is in significant ill health now.  If we bring
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1     up 921, please, we will see her address this allegation

2     in paragraph 4.  Obviously she won't have been aware of

3     to deal with the issue about putting you in Coventry, as

4     you describe it, or depriving you of food.  We will have

5     to try to deal with that.

6         She had been in St. Joseph's for a long period from

7     '67 and had been the Director from at least '77, if not

8     earlier, and retired in 2000.  In fairness to her the

9     only allegations made against her are from you and your

10     sister.  Nobody else has ever alleged to the Inquiry or

11     elsewhere that the Inquiry is aware of that they were

12     ever mistreated by SR240.  SR240 said to the Inquiry:

13         "In all of these paragraphs HIA376 has alleged that

14     I beat her, slapped her, punched her, pulled her hair"

15     --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- "kicked her and hit her with a large bunch of keys."

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  "The children who came into our care at St. Joseph's

20     were amongst the most damaged and vulnerable girls in

21     society.  Many of them had been severely neglected,

22     rejected by their family, physically and sexually abused

23     and often understandably nervous of trusting anyone in

24     authority.  During my professional life I have always

25     been totally against any form of abuse of children,
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1     whether that be physical, mental or sexual.  My

2     philosophy while in charge of St. Joseph's was that,

3     because abuse is one of the main experiences these girls

4     had in life before they came to us, any form of physical

5     punishment was not only wrong, but it was totally

6     contrary and counter-productive to what we were trying

7     to achieve.  My idea was that positive feedback would

8     help build up in a girl a positive view of themselves

9     and contribute to them developing as responsible members

10     of society.  My main aim was to try to help them to grow

11     and to learn to take responsibility and discover what

12     they were good at through positive education, positive

13     role models and positive care from staff at St. Joseph's

14     in their daily lives.  I absolutely deny any allegation

15     I ever struck HIA376 in any way.  I have never received

16     a complaint during my time in charge of St. Joseph's

17     regarding physical abuse by me of a girl in my care.

18     This witness statement is the first indication that

19     HIA376 suffered any form of abuse from staff while she

20     was in our care.

21         As is clear from the diary entries that we have

22     relating to HIA376's period with us" -- you and I were

23     talking about those, HIA376 --

24 A.  Uh-huh.

25 Q.  -- "she was a challenging girl, who had experienced
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1     considerable difficulties before coming to us."

2         I was talking you through those two things you and

3     her agree on in effect.  Your behaviour would have been

4     challenging.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  Your background from your perspective is why that was

7     so.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  You had experienced considerable difficulties before

10     coming into St. Joseph's, but this is where it then

11     departs.  You say that SR240 abused you while you were

12     there.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  She says the opposite, that you were offered every

15     support and assistance to grow and develop and make the

16     transition to an independent life.  None of the diary

17     entries are consistent with you, HIA376, being unhappy

18     with your care and indeed the later entries show that

19     you returned to visit SR240 in St. Joseph's after you

20     had left and kept up contact with her after the birth of

21     your first child.  We will come back to that latter

22     part, but what she is essentially saying is that,

23     "I didn't -- I was not this person who physically abused

24     HIA376", but what, in fact, you are saying is she didn't

25     just physically abuse you.
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1 A.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  You were aware of her physically abusing other girls --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- who were there at the same time as you.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  I am not going to open it up now.  The Panel are aware

7     that SR235 expresses a similar view of SR240 on behalf

8     of the congregation in the way that she has of SJM4 from

9     her experience of working with SR240.  The reference for

10     that is at paragraph 15 at 933.

11         In paragraph 9 of your statement, if we go to 062,

12     you talk, HIA376, about SR243.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  You say that:

15         "She would have inspected the dormitories in House

16     2" --

17 A.  She would, yes.

18 Q.  -- "and if they weren't satisfactory, she would wreck

19     them and beat us."

20 A.  Wrecked the room and -- yes.

21 Q.  And then made you do it again.

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  The "us" you are talking about, that's other girls as

24     well as you?

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  What form did the beating take?  What did she do that

2     has you saying that she would have beat you and others?

3 A.  Well, she would have wore a white glove and we had --

4     she was called "Sister Dust".  She would run her hands

5     along the tops of things that you couldn't even think

6     about when we were that age.  If she got any dust on the

7     white glove, then she would have wrecked your room and

8     give you a slap and tell you "Clean that now" and

9     then --

10 Q.  Is that a slap with her hand?

11 A.  Aye.  She would have just slapped you and says -- if she

12     found black dust on that white glove.

13 Q.  Was this a slap to the face?

14 A.  It could have been the face, or the shoulder, or the

15     back or -- you know, you definitely got punished,

16     because she would have checked under the usual places,

17     the beds and make sure the beds were right out.  If she

18     just didn't feel -- if she found anything on that white

19     glove, you were in big trouble, like.

20 Q.  You were aware of not only her hitting you but hitting

21     others for the same reason?

22 A.  Yes, for -- yes.

23 Q.  I said to you earlier your sister talked about in her

24     statement SR258 --

25 A.  Sister --
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1 Q.  -- being the person wearing the white glove --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- and doing the inspecting.  That's paragraph 14,

4     Members of the Panel, at 473.  You were saying to me,

5     "No, it was definitely SR243".

6 A.  SR243.

7 Q.  Maybe SR258 did the house --

8 A.  SR258 did maybe 3 and 4, but 1 and 2 was SR243.

9 Q.  Yes, but you are clear it was House 2 where SR243 did

10     this involving you?

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  I was explaining to you that the congregation have said

13     to the Inquiry that SR243 worked in House 1 --

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  -- which was the committal house --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- rather than House 2, and I was asking, "Could you be

18     confused as to which Sister behaved in this way?"  You

19     were adamant that --

20 A.  No.  It was SR243.

21 Q.  -- it was SR243.  She was quite a young nun whenever you

22     were present in St. Joseph's.  She had been appointed to

23     the staff in 1980, at which stage she would have been

24     38 -- 37 -- sorry -- 27.  My apologies.  She was born in

25     1952.  So she would have been 32 when you were
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1     there --

2 A.  Uh-huh.

3 Q.  -- in 1983/'84.  

4       

5       The congregation have said to the Inquiry

6     that this is the only allegation that they are aware of.

7     The Inquiry isn't aware of anyone else making

8     an allegation against SR243 either, not to the police or

9     in any other form, and on behalf of the congregation

10     I will just -- if we look at 935, please, paragraph 20:

11         "The reference to SR243", SR235 says she believes,

12     "is to SR243, who was a member of our staff.  

13     

14         SR243, as far as SR235 is concerned, was the

15     fairest, most just person she knew and she could not

16     believe that she would have behaved as you allege:

17         "... and don't believe any allegation she would have

18     beaten any girl.  It's completely contrary to my memory

19     of her and I knew her and worked with her for a number

20     of years before she died."

21         I think there's a reference elsewhere in the

22     material to her being a breath of fresh air.  Do you

23     remember having any good times with her or is it only

24     this that you remember?

25 A.  SR243 would have been a very sporty person, you know.
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1     She would have been, you know, for swimming and active

2     and made sure we had a strict regime.  We had our own

3     swimming pool there and, you know, she encouraged us to

4     work hard for, you know, sporting events and keeping fit

5     and that, but -- and she -- I suppose she was -- you

6     know, sometimes she was a nice woman, yes, but she also

7     had the other side to her, you know, and like 35 years

8     down the line that's had a terrible effect on me, but

9     the white glove, that's just a thing that -- I was even

10     told when I first got there about her, you know, for the

11     dust, SR243 with the dust with the glove, but, you know,

12     I can only recall what she did to me and I seen her

13     doing, you know.  If the room wasn't done, it was

14     wrecked and you were doing it again until it was

15     spotless, but ...

16 Q.  In paragraph 21 of your statement, if we look at 065,

17     you recall a different type of incident involving SR243

18     from the one you say happened to a number of girls,

19     including you, over the cleaning of the rooms.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  You say on this occasion a girl called SJM19 -- again

22     the name shouldn't be used beyond the chamber -- she

23     stopped the bus, dragged SJM19 out and beat her.

24 A.  Uh-huh.

25 Q.  SJM19 was in St. Joseph's between May '83 and December
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1     '86.  So that did cover your period.  That's not

2     an allegation that's ever been made by SJM19 herself or

3     anywhere else has come to the Inquiry's attention.

4 A.  Uh-huh.

5 Q.  SR235's response to that, if we look at 942, on behalf

6     of the congregation, if we scroll down to paragraph 33,

7     please, so we can see that she is saying you two girls

8     would have lived together in House 2 for a period she

9     believes.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  SR243 didn't work in House 2.

12 A.  No.

13 Q.  There's no record of any incident of this type, but

14     that's your recollection of what occurred.

15 A.  It is.

16 Q.  Then in paragraph 10 of your statement at 062 you

17     mention another nun, SR244.  There may be a bit of

18     confusion over the name --

19 A.  The name.

20 Q.  -- because the Order have said there was not a SR244,

21     although some of the documents do have reference to

22     a SR244, but it is perhaps SR275 --

23 A.  SR275.

24 Q.  -- or SR275 that's being referred to.  She does stick

25     out in your mind --
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1 A.  Yes.

2 Q.  -- because of how she treated you over a tea stain that

3     was in the sink.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  Do you want to just explain?  You were saying to me

6     about your difficulty with anybody being near your ears.

7 A.  I can't have nobody touching my ears, so I can't,

8     because when we were doing the cleaning on a Saturday,

9     it would have been a whole day thing, and I seemed to be

10     put on to the kitchen duty for cleaning, and because

11     I -- you know, if I was -- she would give me raw salt to

12     pour into the sink, and she would make me scrub and

13     scrub and scrub, and she would tell me, you know --

14     she'd grab me by the ears, you know, and really, really

15     pull and hurt them and tell me that, you know, it wasn't

16     done right and I'd have to do it again and again, you

17     know, with the tea stains, and even to this day I'm

18     still the same.  I can't -- every time I go to scrub my

19     own sink, or even with my children, you know, when they

20     were growing up, I would always make sure that the sink

21     had to be clean, you know, either bleach or salt and

22     scrub and scrub, and pans, and the whole kitchen

23     basically had to get done, but --

24 Q.  I was explaining to you earlier, HIA376, again the

25     congregation was drawing attention to the fact that you
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1     and your sister are the only people who --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- say anything detrimental about SR275, but that's your

4     recollection of how she treated you at the sink.

5         You mention at paragraph 15 of your statement at 063

6     about while you were in House 2 taking an overdose.

7     You, having locked yourself in the boot of a car, took

8     an overdose of tablets.  You were taken to Daisy Hill.

9     Positive about SR234, who assisted you.  I was saying to

10     you you may -- I think you probably accept you may be

11     mistaken about the timing of this and which hospital,

12     because there is an overdose recorded on 11th July 1983.

13     That's just a couple of weeks after you go in for your

14     first spell --

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  -- in St. Joseph's.  The daily dairy records you taking

17     tablets.  You are taken to Craigavon Hospital where your

18     stomach was pumped out.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  You were worried about having to face SR240 about what

21     you had done.

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  You spent a couple of days I think in Craigavon Hospital

24     before returning.  The Panel have access to -- if we

25     look, please, at 456, you were saying to me the reason
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1     why you took the overdose was because of how you were

2     being treated --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- in St. Joseph's.  This is a report written by SR240

5     on 18th July 1983, when a decision is still being made

6     about whether you should have a Training School Order

7     and stay in the training school or go and live

8     elsewhere.  She refers to the other assessment reports

9     available to the review group who were looking at your

10     case and points out difficult behavioural problems said

11     to have taken place at Harberton:

12         "Since she came here, she has presented no serious

13     problems.  Needs a lot of attention and talks

14     incessantly.  Begins by saying there is no reason for

15     her to be here and usually ends up accepting she needs

16     to be here.  She overdosed on some tablets that another

17     girl had brought back from home because she said she was

18     fed up that her sister HIA176 wasn't talking to her.

19     Since she returned from hospital, she seems content

20     enough and happy that she was accepted.  Very uncertain

21     on her return from hospital, not knowing what to

22     expect."

23         Now you were explaining to me that's not how you

24     recollect being treated after you came back from your

25     overdose.
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1 A.  No.

2 Q.  What do you remember SR240 doing to you when you came

3     back?

4 A.  SR240 -- I got beat again, because I had caused a lot

5     of -- I had caused a lot of trouble, you know, for

6     taking the overdose.  The overdose was a mixture of

7     things.  It was the beatings and, you know, the girls

8     and just everything that was going on.  I just didn't

9     want to be there.

10 Q.  You said to me it didn't have anything to do with your

11     sister.

12 A.  No.  I loved my sister.  I protected my sister all my

13     life, and they didn't even tell my mother or father, as

14     I am aware, or  because I wanted to see her.

15     I thought they would have brought her up to hospital,

16     and she told me "No".  Now, you know, when we talk about

17     it, she says she wasn't allowed to come, because that

18     was part of the punishment.  They weren't going to

19     reward me by bringing my sister or family, you know, for

20     the --

21 Q.  So you were punished for having had the overdose in two

22     ways: by being physically beaten by SR240 after you came

23     back --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- and then she used your family and preventing you
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1     seeing your family --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- as another way of punishing you.

4 A.  Yes.  They were never told of the overdose.  They

5     weren't informed.  My mum and dad weren't informed, but

6     my  sister knew and she was very distraught, 

7      and she wanted, you know, to be took

8     up to see me, but they wouldn't allow it, because to

9     them that was a privilege.

10 Q.  I think your sister was in Middletown with you at this

11     time --

12 A.  Uh-huh.

13 Q.  -- in ...  You describe in paragraph 16 of your

14     statement, if we go back to 064, that -- what SR235 you

15     say did to you on a trip to Monaghan.

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  You say that because you were talking too much, she got

18     you out of the car and put you in the boot.  I was

19     asking you what type of car this was.  Was it

20     a hatchback so that you could be put into the boot by

21     climbing over the back seat --

22 A.  No.

23 Q.  -- or whether it was a car where the boot didn't

24     interact with the inside of the vehicle.

25 A.  It was a big green car with a boot.
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1 Q.  So she literally took you out of the car --

2 A.  And put me in the boot.

3 Q.  -- and put you in the boot.  You then recollect that you

4     were stopped or the car was stopped at a British Army

5     checkpoint.

6 A.  In Middle... -- the checkpoint used to be in Middletown.

7 Q.  In Middletown?

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  As a result of that the soldier checked amongst other

10     things the boot of the car --

11 A.  Uh-huh.

12 Q.  -- and found you in it.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  Do you want to just tell the Panel what you recollect

15     happening whenever the soldier opens the boot and finds

16     you in it?

17 A.  He asked SR235 what I was doing in the boot and SR235

18     said I was talking too much and not listening, but

19     I was -- I used to talk.  I used to never shut up.  In

20     reference to the statement just there where SR240 says

21     I always was talking, you know, and that's why I was put

22     in the boot, and then when I got back to Middletown,

23     then obviously I got beat and I never got nothing to

24     eat, you know, because I was drawing attention all to

25     them, you know.  They said I was bad and I shouldn't
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1     have been -- I shouldn't have been talking.  I should

2     have been listening.

3 Q.  But what I was asking you about was the soldier --

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  -- has asked that question.

6 A.  He asked SR235.

7 Q.  He's been told it was because you were talking.  What

8     did he do?

9 A.  Just closed the boot.

10 Q.  So he, knowing you were in it, closed the boot down --

11 A.  Yes, yes --

12 Q.  -- and the car then --

13 A.  -- because she was a nun, you know, and this young boy,

14     British soldier, he probably just thought -- well, he's

15     not going to question her.  She's a nun.  She's from the

16     convent, you know, and she told him, "She was put in the

17     boot because she was not listening.  She was doing too

18     much talking", you know.

19 Q.  You mention then in paragraph 16 when you come back

20     SR240 gives you another beating.

21 A.  Uh-huh.

22 Q.  You recall being punched and slapped and your hair being

23     pulled, but you were saying just now as well as that you

24     were punished with no food.

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  Was this one of the occasions when you were sent to your

2     room for a period of time?

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  Now SR235 is alive and has made statements to the

5     Inquiry on behalf of the congregation and has -- gave

6     evidence herself on 11th February.  What she said in her

7     witness statement, if we look, please, at paragraph 28

8     at 939, because in her evidence that was essentially

9     read to her, if we just scroll down, please:

10         "HIA376 goes on at paragraph 16 to describe being

11     taken to Monaghan by me.  I can say without hesitation

12     that the incident which she described did not happen.

13     The only reason for the journey to Monaghan by car would

14     have been for a shopping trip or to leave or collect

15     a girl from the bus station -- from the bus, which would

16     have been often.  It is highly unlikely to have been

17     a shopping trip as we normally only took girls from the

18     same house on a trip, and HIA376 has stated that she and

19     her sister, who was in House 3, were in the car

20     together.  The diary entries from the relevant time

21     confirm that I did take HIA376 and her sister to the bus

22     if they were going home on leave for the weekend.  I did

23     not drag HIA376 out of a car by her hair and put her in

24     the boot of my car.  I find such a suggestion offensive,

25     hurtful and quite honestly beyond belief.  What further
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1     confirms me in my belief that it did not happen is that

2     HIA376 goes on to state that a member of the British

3     Army stopped the car, found her in the boot and closed

4     it, leaving her inside.  I do not believe such

5     an incident happened or that a soldier would have

6     collaborated in such unacceptable treatment of a child."

7         So that's what she is saying is, "This just didn't

8     happen".

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  She was asked during her evidence whether there was

11     anything she wanted to add beyond what she'd said in her

12     statement.  For the record, Members of the Panel, this

13     is on page 27 of her -- the transcript.  She said:

14         "I never, never put anybody into the boot of a car

15     and I never dragged any child by her hair from a car."

16         So that's what she says about the incident.  Is

17     there anything else you want to say or have we covered

18     most of it?  You say it did happen in the way you

19     describe.

20 A.  It did happen.  I still get flashbacks of it.  It did

21     happen.  You know, if I -- if I was to say -- well, if

22     I was a young soldier and a nun told me in them days in

23     the '80s, you know, "Well, she should have been

24     listening instead of talking" and her a nun, I would

25     have done the same thing.
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1 Q.  I think other than a suggestion from one other Inquiry

2     witness that she may have called someone a name this is

3     the only allegation that's made against SR235, but

4     that's how you remember her behaving and treating you.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  You mention in paragraph 17 of your statement at 064 the

7     lady SJM1, who was a member of staff.  We saw her

8     dealing with the two girls and you in the office --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- while you were living in House 2.

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  But you say -- and that's the only record I could find

13     of any difficulty she was involved with, but you say in

14     paragraph 17 that she would have given you beatings in

15     House 2.

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  Were you aware of her doing this to other girls other

18     than you?

19 A.  She had her favourites.  You know, they were her little

20     -- her little pets.  I suppose too, you know, when

21     I moved from House 1 to House 2, I was still very

22     headstrong, you know, but I didn't -- that's just the

23     way I had to be, you know, from a child.  You know,

24     I didn't know no different, but I didn't deserve the

25     beatings that I got.
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1 Q.  What form were the beatings that she engaged in?  Was

2     it -- did she use her hand, or did she use keys, or can

3     you remember what she --

4 A.  SR235?

5 Q.  No, SJM1.

6 A.  Oh, SJM1.  No.  She would have used her hands or

7     anything she had in her hand, so she would have.

8 Q.  Were you aware of her striking others than just you or

9     do you only remember her hitting you?

10 A.  Well, if she didn't strike you, what she would do --

11     because she was a very heavy chain smoker, SJM1 was, and

12     she was what I would call a country woman.  She lived in

13     .  If she didn't slap you, she would have made you,

14     you know, get two pieces of carpet and polish the floor

15     in the hall.  You would have stood on them with each

16     foot upside down and that's how you would have polished

17     the convent floors.  She would have give you, you know,

18     or not given you your tea or not given you your

19     cigarette before you went to bed.

20 Q.  So she had other ways as well as hitting?

21 A.  Yes, yes.

22 Q.  What I was asking you: do you remember her hitting other

23     girls --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- or just you?
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1 A.  No.  She would have slapped other girls, because we all

2     lived in the house together in House 2.  So, you know,

3     if somebody was doing something wrong, she would have

4     corrected you.

5 Q.  The Inquiry hasn't been able to trace her as far as I'm

6     aware, although in fairness to her there are no other

7     allegations against her other than that which you are

8     describing.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  You continued in House 2 until the end of your first

11     spell --

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  -- which was in August '84.  You were 16 

14     .  You are then -- sorry -- in July.  You are then

15     readmitted in August of '84, because things did not work

16     out at home.  It seems you were agreeing with me you

17     went back into House 2 for a short period until October

18     '84, when you moved to the hostel accommodation.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  There's a diary covering your period in the hostel

21     accommodation.  You say in paragraph 24 of your

22     statement that all of the beatings stopped when you

23     moved to the hostel.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  You make reference to a couple of general issues about
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1     cleaning on a Saturday.  You say it happened and lasted

2     all day until your hands were raw.  I was explaining to

3     you the congregation have said that's not how they

4     recollect the cleaning taking place.  You would have

5     done chores every day.  There would have been work on

6     a Saturday morning, but by lunchtime that would have

7     been it.  That's not how you remember it.

8 A.  No.  We only had like hard leather chairs that went

9     round in a corner, maybe ten chairs like this, and every

10     single chair would have been put out into the garden and

11     then all the furniture had to get put out that was able

12     to get put out into the gardens, because of the fact

13     that the floors to be polished, and that -- you know,

14     instead of bringing in what I know now is a buffer

15     machine or a bumper machine, we were made to put it

16     on -- the wax on with a cloth and then skate about the

17     place, you know, because they said it was a better job

18     than anything, you know, with these mats, you know, to

19     scrub and clean.  So the furniture was all put outside.

20     You know, the kitchen sink and the cooker didn't, but

21     the furniture in the living room and the dining room

22     furniture.  Curtains were took down and washed, windows,

23     frames, skirting boards.  We would have had a bit of

24     lunch and then after lunch we would have carried on

25     cleaning till about teatime.
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1 Q.  So you regarded that as excessive, the amount of

2     cleaning you were being asked to do?

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  You talk in paragraph -- that was paragraph 10.  In

5     paragraph 11 of your statement you talk about kitchen

6     duty, being put on it, and again SR235 said to the

7     Inquiry there were chores that were normal.  Everybody

8     did their share of them.  I was drawing to your

9     attention there are some diary entries of you working in

10     the kitchen and being in good form and expressing

11     a positive view about that.  I was showing you the diary

12     entry you will recall where you are recorded as knitting

13     a scarf for SR235.

14 A.  For SR235.

15 Q.  You don't have any memory of that yourself.

16 A.  I remember knitting scarves.  We were taught to knit and

17     crochet, you know, but -- what do you call it --

18     definitely not a scarf for SR235.  I might have been

19     knitting a scarf, but, as I said, because we learnt, we

20     would have done a lot for Christmas time and for the old

21     people and stuff in the parish.  So a lot of us were

22     knitting or crocheting.

23 Q.  Well, I am not going to bring it up.  The Panel have the

24     reference to that, which is at 959.

25         There is references in the diary, for instance, to
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1     you going to Runkerry.  Do you remember that as

2     an experience?

3 A.  Yes, yes.

4 Q.  And working with SR275 in the school, helping her out.

5     Do you remember doing that sort of ...?

6 A.  That was oul' Mr and Mrs .  They lived in the

7     house  and they were the cooks.

8     See, I took an interest in cooking then, because I was,

9     you know, coming older.  When I left, I went into

10     cooking, but I suppose after getting my ears pulled so

11     many times I learnt how to keep the sink clean and the

12     cooker and I learnt then that I had to just get my head

13     down and say no more and -- you know, and I did take

14     a keen interest.  Mr and Mrs  were elderly, but

15     they were really kind people.  I used to like being

16     around them, because they made me feel safe, you know.

17 Q.  In paragraph 22 of your statement, HIA376, you make

18     reference to the issue about contact with your sister

19     HIA176 --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- HIA176 as she is now.  I am not going to go into this

22     in great detail, because you and I talked about it

23     beforehand.

24 A.  Uh-huh.

25 Q.  The Panel are aware of the content of some of the
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1     records.  While you and indeed HIA176 or HIA176, as she

2     was, express the view that, you know, you regarded it as

3     poor that you and her didn't get to live together and so

4     on, at the time it seems there was a lot of discord

5     between you while you were in St. Joseph's.  Do you

6     remember that being the case?

7 A.  Well, we would have had our fall-outs.  Sisters and

8     brothers do have their fall-outs.  As I said, HIA176

9     would have always tried to mother me and I would have

10     been the one, you know, looking out for her, but there

11     was one or two arguments, but we lived together all our

12     lives and kept each other safe and fed and tried our

13     best, you know, but there was an ongoing issue that

14     happened between me and HIA176, you know, and like even

15     now we still talk about it.  It's still a sore point,

16     but every families, you know, have their thing, but

17     I don't agree in -- she never was able to visit me.

18         On one occasion her and my daddy and my mummy were

19     out in the front lawn having -- it was a lovely summer's

20     day.  They were having tea on the lawn, and because

21     I was bad, I wasn't allowed -- I think it is because

22     I was a bit -- might have been a bit over-active with my

23     mouth, but I wasn't allowed to go out to see my ma, da

24       What they made me do instead was they made

25     me get a tray and make tea and biscuits and all, and
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1     I had to take the tea and biscuits down to the lawn to

2     my mummy and daddy and to my  sister HIA176, and

3     I wasn't allowed to talk to them and I wasn't allowed to

4     sit with them or stay with them.  I was brought into

5     like a small television room and just looked out the

6     window at them.  I can never -- I can never forget that,

7     like.

8 Q.  Well, I think without going into the detail of it,

9     HIA376 --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- you and I were agreeing that you went home for

12     weekend leave most weekends.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  What SR235 has said on behalf of the congregation is

15     that the congregation's ethos was that they would give

16     each girl the opportunity to develop and the

17     relationship between the sisters would be relevant to

18     deciding whether they should be together or not.  Here

19     the relationship wasn't good.

20 A.  Uh-huh.

21 Q.  You know, I was showing you one diary entry from

22     February '84, which was --

23 A.  Aye.

24 Q.  -- HIA176 coming back for her third spell while you are

25     still in your first spell --
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1 A.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  -- and saying that she will get on with you as long as

3     she doesn't see you.

4 A.  Aye.

5 Q.  You weren't aware of that and obviously that's

6     difficult, but at the same time you can then understand

7     why the congregation might say, "Well, how could we put

8     the two together in the way that's now being said of us

9     as a criticism?"

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  The point that SR235 makes in contrast to what you say

12     in your statement is that because the two you were the

13     same age, you would have been in the same class at

14     school, and therefore you would have seen yourselves --

15     each other would have been with each other all day in

16     effect in school.  There was no barrier on you seeing

17     each other at night-time --

18 A.  No, that's not true.

19 Q.  -- for whatever was happening --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- in the place.

22 A.  I used to shout out the window  so I did,

23     that I loved her and goodnight.

24 Q.  Is that likely to have been after lights out, as it

25     were?  So nobody would have been --
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1 A.  Yes, it would have been lights out or even if I seen her

2     about, but at school because there was four houses  

3     

4     

5       

6     

7     

8 Q.  I'm not sure --

9 A.  I would have seen her in the canteen at lunch time.

10     I would have seen her at assembly, so I would have, and

11     then maybe if we were down the village when we were took

12     down to spend our pocket money, you know, to get our

13     cigarettes and stuff, but if I asked them, "Can I see my

14      sister, please?", you know, it depended who was on,

15     what mood or what was going on.  It was either a "Yes"

16     or a "No", but more times it was "No".

17 Q.  In fairness to the congregation they are not saying as

18     far as I'm aware there was a deliberate decision that

19     you would not live together.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  They are explaining why it is likely to be the case that

22     you weren't living together.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  They have expressed the view that there weren't any

25     barriers in your way.  Indeed, in fairness to them in
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1     the diary entries it shows when you are not there or

2     when HIA176 is not there, communication being

3     facilitated with Social Services, and I think in your

4     statement you don't recall a lot of involvement, but you

5     were happy from our discussion to accept there was

6     evidence of a lot of involvement of Social Services

7     seeing you both in Middletown and then when you were at

8     home in Derry at the weekend.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  The issue that caused significant difficulty then -- you

11     talk about it in paragraph 17 of your statement -- was

12     whenever your sister fell pregnant --

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  -- and you were explaining that the two of you were both

15     involved with this boy and this caused extensive

16     difficulty between you.

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  But what you were drawing to the Panel's attention was

19     that whenever you -- basically you were punished.

20 A.  I was punished.

21 Q.  You were beaten by SR240 --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- saying to you it was your fault --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- your sister got pregnant, because you were the
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1     oldest.

2 A.  Yes.  I should have known better.  I should have been --

3     my dad too.  Everybody came up shouting and roaring and

4     I got the blame for her getting pregnant.  I do believe

5     now that the conflict with me and , and still to

6     this day, is to do with what happened and how it

7     happened at 17 with this particular gentleman.

8 Q.  Okay.  In the diary -- and I am not going to --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- I will draw the Panel's attention to the

11     page references.  They are at 979 through to 981.

12     They're a rather detailed description of the efforts the

13     congregation were going to make to facilitate you to

14     help the message be broken that HIA176 was pregnant, and

15     describes your dad coming up and him shouting at both of

16     you, but certainly no reference to SR240, although you

17     made the point to me, "Well, they would never record

18     that they hit you in their diaries", but no reference to

19     you being punished for your sister falling pregnant.  In

20     fact, the congregation have said to the Inquiry that

21     while they were not keen that that would happen, they

22     did support those girls who did fall pregnant.

23 A.  Uh-huh.

24 Q.  In fairness your sister, once this news became known,

25     came back to live for a period to allow things to
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1     stabilise and settle down --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- in St. Joseph's before she went off home again.  The

4     congregation draw the Panel's attention to the fact that

5     in November 1985, by which time you have both left

6     St. Joseph's, your sister had had the baby, that you

7     both come back.  If we look at 987, please -- I was

8     showing you this entry earlier, HIA376 -- you are

9     recorded on 22nd November 1985:

10         "HIA376, HIA176 and baby [name redacted] arrived on

11     3.30 bus.  Both in good form and looking very well

12     despite HIA376's news that she is three months'

13     pregnant."

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  So the point that's being made, you left in April '85.

16     This is November '85, six months later.

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  You and your sister with her new baby have come back.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  We can see from the next page that you stayed over --

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  -- in the -- in St. Joseph's --

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  -- because the next day your sister -- no.  If we just

25     go back, please.  Thank you -- the next day your sister
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1     goes home on the early bus --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- and you go with whoever the author of this is into

4     Armagh for shopping until the late afternoon.

5 A.  Right.  Yes.

6 Q.  So I think the point the congregation are making is if

7     life was remotely like the way you are describing to the

8     Inquiry today --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- why would you be coming back of your own choice six

11     months after you have got out of the place and staying

12     over and shopping with staff?

13 A.  Well, you will always go back to the abuser if you are

14     being abused, and the life at home -- when we did leave

15     Middletown, that's exactly what happened.  We went back

16     home and still being abused, which brought us back to

17     Middletown, because although we were being abused, you

18     know, we were getting fed.  We had a roof over our head.

19     We were warm.  We had hot water, you know.  I suppose in

20     them days when you were beaten, you know, you accepted

21     it, because it is really hard to say, but when I was

22     getting -- when we were getting abused and beaten at

23     home, we thought that was normal, because mummy was

24     getting beaten.  Then we go into care and then get

25     beaten, and then come out of care and go home, and
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1     I think I was out for three days and I asked for hot

2     water to wash and I got beat for that.  Then I thought,

3     "Well, I'd rather go back to where I feel safe and I am

4     beaten but I am warm and I am fed than, you know, be on

5     the streets or go back to my stepfather" and suffer the

6     horrendous abuse that we suffered.

7 Q.  We have dealt with the point about social workers, and

8     the Panel have access to the material about that

9     involvement, because it seems that there was a lot of

10     engagement.  In fact, I was saying to you there is

11     letters written by you which are to do with basically

12     daily life.  They don't contain allegations.  You were

13     agreeing with me you didn't ever make these complaints

14     to  or --

15 A.  No.

16 Q.  -- SJM56.

17 A.  No, because I was afraid and I thought it was normal,

18     because I was getting beat at home, me and HIA176,

19     Nicole, my mummy, you know.  I thought it was the way of

20     life, that you leave school and then get beat, and then

21     go to a home and get beat, and then leave home and then

22     get yourself pregnant and then get beat when you were

23     pregnant.  I just thought that was the normal way of

24     life in them days, you know, and I know now that that's

25     not normal.

SJM79
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1 Q.  Not the case.

2 A.  It's not the case, but when I seen my father beating my

3     mother, it was like a merry-go-round.  I remember the

4     last time I left Middletown one of the older nuns, she

5     was nearly 100, and she said to me, "It's time to come

6     off the carousel now", she says.  "Until you step off

7     that", she says, "you will have no life", she says.

8         I will always remember her saying that, but, you

9     know, it is easy for people to say, "Why did you go back

10     for?", you know, after your claims of abuse and the

11     beatings you got, you know.  That's the only thing

12     I knew, you know, from home.  It would be different if

13     I hadn't been beaten or abused at home, but I just

14     thought that was natural.  I know now it is not natural.

15     That's why I am sitting here today.

16 Q.  If we look at what SR235 concluded by saying on behalf

17     of the congregation at 944, please, paragraph 37, she

18     says:

19         "I am disappointed that HIA376 does not have

20     positive memories of her time with us, but I can only

21     point to my own recollection and the contemporaneous

22     records, which suggest that she was, in fact, cared for

23     and supported."

24         That's not your experience, HIA376.  That's not how

25     you remember it.
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1         HIA376, as I said to you, I'm going to ask you two

2     questions as we finish.  The first is the Panel have to

3     consider what recommendations they might make to the

4     government at the end of the Inquiry's work.  That's in

5     three areas: perhaps some form of apology, some form of

6     memorial or some other means of redress.  We ask each

7     witness whether there's anything they want to say about

8     those issues.  Some people do; some people don't.

9     I said to you I would ask you that question.  Is there

10     anything you want to say to assist the Panel's thinking

11     about those issues?

12 A.  It has had a very bad effect on my life.  When I left

13     Middletown, I went into an abusive relationship, and

14     then I moved away and I didn't know how to -- I didn't

15     know how to love my children, because I was never loved

16     myself.  I started drinking to take the pain of

17     everything that had happened at home and in Middletown

18     and I lost my children for ten years.  I gave up --

19     I gave up the -- I used to drink to take the pain away.

20     I gave all that up and fought and got my children back

21     again.  My mental health isn't very good at all.  I get

22     flashbacks, very bad anxiety.  I have been to

23     a psychologist, psychotherapist and --

24 Q.  HIA376, if I can help you, the Panel have read the "Life

25     after care" section.
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1 A.  Yes.

2 Q.  So they are aware -- I don't want you to cause yourself

3     undue distress.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  It was more was there anything in terms of what they

6     might consider doing to assist in the three areas?

7 A.  Is the third one we talked about in ...?

8 Q.  Redress is one way, a memorial or an apology.  Is there

9     anything that would assist that you want to the draw the

10     Panel's attention to?

11 A.  I don't understand.

12 Q.  Some people have said they would like to be compensated.

13     Some people have said they don't want to be compensated.

14     They want somebody to say sorry for what happened.  Some

15     people have said they would like to have a garden they

16     could go to to remember and reflect.  Other people have

17     said no, they just are glad they had the opportunity to

18     come and say what they wanted to say.  Does that help

19     you?

20 A.  I think I would rather leave it up to the Panel, because

21     "Sorry" is not going to make up for anything and I want

22     justice.  That's why I am sitting here today.

23 Q.  I said to you the last question I would ask was whether

24     there was anything else.  I know you -- when I talked to

25     you about that earlier, you made reference to Sister
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1      --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- and the chips --

4 A.  That's right.

5 Q.  -- and you getting up late and being aware that she

6     drunk alcohol.  As I said to you, SR235 on behalf of the

7     congregation have said that shouldn't have happened and

8     there wasn't alcohol as far as she was aware in the

9     houses where the girls lived.

10 A.  No.  She bought it in the village.

11 Q.  But that's your -- she would talk to you and you

12     describe her --

13 A.  Yes, she was kind.  She used to bring us, me and another

14     girl, downstairs and make us homemade chips and give us

15     extra cigarettes and let us stay up and talk to us, you

16     know.

17 Q.  Well, is there anything else, HIA376, about your time in

18     St. Joseph's?  I have tried to summarise obviously a lot

19     of material in a short space of time.  Is there anything

20     that perhaps I have not got quite right, or something

21     I missed out, or something I did not cover the way you

22     wanted it covered?  Now is your opportunity to draw that

23     to the Panel's attention if there is.  Is there anything

24     else you want to say?

25 A.  No.  I would rather just thank everybody for listening

SR246
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1     and I will leave it up to you, Joseph, because I am

2     quite upset at the minute.  So I don't -- I don't --

3     I am not thinking now.  I will leave it -- do you

4     remember what we talked about in the office, leaving it

5     to the Panel sort of thing to deal with now --

6 Q.  Yes.

7 A.  -- and hopefully after today I can put my demons behind

8     me and, you know, just try and move on.

9 Q.  Well, HIA376, I am not going to ask you any more

10     questions.  If you bear with us for a short time, the

11     Panel Members may want to ask you something.  So just

12     bear with us for another short while.

13                   Questions from THE PANEL

14 MS DOHERTY:  HIA376, thanks very much.  Can I just ask: was

15     bullying between the girls a big issue in St. Joseph's?

16 A.  Most of the time, because it would have been more banter

17     than bullying.  It would have been the Belfast girls and

18     the Derry girls and Armagh girls, from all over, and

19     I suppose it would have -- there would have been quite

20     a bit of issues of like, you know, who is pack leader

21     sort of thing, you know.

22 Q.  So it would be more kind of backchat to each other

23     rather than --

24 A.  Oh, there would be fights, yes, to see who was pack

25     leader.  So there would have been, yes.
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1 Q.  Within a house or between houses?

2 A.  Oh, it would have been with all the girls in all the

3     four houses, you know.

4 Q.  Okay.  You know the time you described about your mummy

5     and daddy coming and your sister being out in the front

6     --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- when you were serving them tea?  Did your mummy and

9     daddy say anything to ...?  They just let it be that

10     that ...?

11 A.  I don't know.  They weren't allowed to talk -- I wasn't

12     allowed to talk to them.

13 Q.  Okay.

14 A.  I was actually being watched, you know, to see if

15     I would even say "Hello".

16 Q.  Okay, and they didn't say anything to you?

17 A.  No.  They told me to go back and I had to watch out the

18     window.

19 Q.  Okay.  Can I just ask: is there -- do you have any

20     positive memories?  Are there things about -- you know,

21     when you look back on it, some of the things that stand

22     out, but do you have any positive memories of ...?

23 A.  Yes.  SJM40, she was -- she was a jolly woman, the

24     teacher.  She taught me how to crochet and do creative

25     writing, and she took me out one time to see The Fureys,
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1     and then I went to college and then they let me out, you

2     know, in the bungalow to go to a wee band to learn the

3     flute, but that's about all really.  Mr and Mrs ,

4     they were very kind, that worked in the kitchen, and for

5     somebody that hate kitchens, I seemed to like that one,

6     because they were really kind.  You know, they never --

7     they never judged me or -- you know, they used to --

8     they were kind people.

9 Q.  Okay.  That's great.  Thanks very much, HIA376.

10 MR LANE:  Just one question.  You mentioned about what girls

11     had to wear when they were at the mass.  You know, you

12     mentioned the story about the priest --

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  -- hitting you.  What were you meant to wear?

15 A.  Well, we used -- Moses' sandals --

16 Q.  Uh-huh.

17 A.  -- they were big, brown leather things -- and socks and

18     you had to have your skirt past your knee and what do

19     you call it?  These were terrible clothes and I might

20     have hitched mine up, turned my skirt over a bit and

21     pulled my socks down halfway to try and spice up the

22     shoes a bit, you know, when you were young.  I hated --

23     I hated the clothes and I hated the shoes, and it was

24     because I was dressed inappropriately.  You know, I was

25     probably showing off a bit more than -- it wasn't up
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1     here.  It was just turned up at the waist a small bit,

2     but we were only kids, you know.

3 Q.  Did he do that to other people as well?

4 A.  I had heard that he was doing things to other girls, but

5     I never seen him do them things to the girls.

6 Q.  Right.  Thank you very much.

7 A.  It's okay.

8 CHAIRMAN:  HIA376, we can see this hasn't been easy for you

9     and I am sure you will be glad to hear that is the last

10     question we have for you, but thank you very much for

11     coming to speak to us today.

12 A.  Thank you.

13                      (Witness withdrew)

14 CHAIRMAN:  2.30.

15 (1.30 pm)

16                        (Lunch break)

17 (2.30 pm)

18    Summary of evidence of HIA176 given by COUNSEL TO THE

19                           INQUIRY

20 CHAIRMAN:  Mr Aiken?

21 MR AIKEN:  Chairman, Members of the Panel, good afternoon.

22     I am going to summarise the evidence relating to the

23     sister of the witness that you dealt with before lunch,

24     HIA376, as she was then, her  sister, HIA176, as she

25     was then, now known as HIA176, who is "HIA176".  She has
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1     provided a medical to the Inquiry of 19th January of

2     2016 explaining why she is not in a position to attend

3     to give oral evidence herself.  That explanation has

4     been accepted by the Panel.  Consequently I am going to

5     summarise what she has had to say.

6         Because of the overlap with her sister HIA376, who

7     you heard from today, I intend to do that in

8     an abbreviated form, the Panel having had its attention

9     drawn to some of the material relevant to HIA176 as

10     I was dealing with HIA376.

11         HIA176 was born,  and

12     is now, therefore, 47   .  The Inquiry is

13     working on the presumption that, had she been here, she

14     would have wished to keep her anonymity that the Inquiry

15     has afforded to her.

16         Her witness statement is at 469.  If we can bring

17     that up please.  It runs from 469 through to 479.  I can

18     confirm the Inquiry does have a signed witness statement

19     from HIA176.

20         The response statement from the Sisters of St. Louis

21     is provided by SR235.  It is of 5th February 2016.  It

22     runs from 29001 to 29017 in the bundle, with exhibits of

23     significant number from 2908 (sic) to 29130.

24         The Inquiry also has a statement from SJM4, who was

25     referred to by HIA176 as SJM4 or she would have been
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1     SJM4, and, as with the last witness, SJM4 is represented

2     by Mr Boyd and Mr Neville, who are in attendance.

3     SJM4's statement is at 15255 through to 15257.

4         The Health & Social Care Board have provided

5     a statement that runs from 22255 to 22260 and with

6     exhibits that run from 22261 to 22321.

7         Indeed, the Inquiry has been provided with

8     a significant volume across four lever arch files of

9     both social work material and material from HIA176's

10     time in St. Joseph's in the form of the daily diaries,

11     some of which in a representative way I showed you

12     during the evidence of HIA376.

13         In addition, the Inquiry has just received

14     a statement from SJM56, who was a social worker at the

15     time of HIA176 being taken into care and being engaged

16     with by Social Services.  The statement is of 19th

17     February and can be found at 29310 to 29313.

18         I will just summarise it for the Panel in this way,

19     if I may.  SJM56 is now retired, having reached the

20     position of Director of Children's Services by 2007.  He

21     had casework responsibility for HIA176 when working in

22     Shantallow in Derry as a social worker between 1981 and

23     March 1983, when he moved on as the senior social worker

24     to a different location.

25         I just want to show you at this point paragraph 8 of
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1     his statement at 29312, please, if that's possible.  He

2     says this to the Inquiry:

3         "The case records that I have seen confirm that

4     I had very regular input into this case, including

5     regular contact with HIA176 during her period in

6     St. Joseph's, Middletown.  It is my recollection that my

7     relationship with her was positive, although we were not

8     always in agreement.  I felt that the environment and

9     input of staff in St. Joseph's, Middletown was

10     supportive to her at this time and created a degree of

11     stability, which enabled her to be more reflective and

12     realistic about family relationships.  The file contains

13     a number of letters from her to me written from

14     St. Joseph's in 1982 relating to various issues that she

15     wanted me to address.  These letters do not indicate

16     that she felt in any way threatened or compromised in

17     St. Joseph's at this time, nor does the file record that

18     I have seen of my contact with her make any reference to

19     this.

20         I have been completely unaware until I read the

21     Inquiry statement of ..."

22          an allegation that she makes.

23         In addition to SJM56's statement we have the DoJ

24     response statement, which can be found at 22322 to

25     22325, with exhibits, again of substantial number, that
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1     run from 22326 to 22599.

2         As the Panel may recall, I indicated during HIA376's

3     evidence that HIA176 had, in fact, been in St. Joseph's

4     not on two occasions, as her sister was, but on four

5     occasions.

6         The first occasion that she entered St. Joseph's was

7     on 7th January 1982 until 28th January 1983.  That first

8     spell did not coincide at all with her sister.  So

9     a year was spent by HIA176 without her sister also being

10     in attendance in the school.

11         Her second spell was on 4th March 1983 and that

12     lasted until 31st August 1983.  As you heard me explain

13     with HIA376, I hope with some clarity, HIA376 entered in

14     June 1983, by which time HIA176 was already there in her

15     second spell.  HIA176 then left at the end of her second

16     spell on 31st August 1983 and her sister continued on.

17 CHAIRMAN:  So there is an overlap of three months in that

18     period.  Isn't that right?

19 MR AIKEN:  Yes.  HIA176's third spell in St. Joseph's began

20     on 20th February 1984 and lasted until 18th May 1984.

21     Again this was a period that overlapped with her sister.

22     You may recall from the diary entry it was on 20th

23     February 1984 that HIA176 expressed to staff that she'd

24     get on okay with her sister provided she didn't have to

25     see her.  So it's that entry on 20th February when that
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1     was HIA176's position as far as her relationship with

2     her sister was concerned.

3         HIA176 then left St. Joseph's at the end of her

4     third spell on 18th May 1984, 

5     , 

6     

7     

8         She goes on then extended home leave living in Derry

9     until her fourth spell, which was a short spell of some

10     three weeks from 29th September 1984 to 19th

11     October 1984.  That spell, which again her sister was

12     present during in St. Joseph's, was in the aftermath of

13     it becoming apparent that she had become pregnant.  You

14     will recall HIA376 indicating that they were both

15     involved with the particular boy concerned and the level

16     of difficulty that the general issue presented for the

17     family circumstances, which is evident, as the Panel is

18     aware, from the material that's available, very

19     difficult home circumstances and difficult behavioural

20     problems that were not able to be managed in Harberton

21     House, and which led to HIA176 being placed in

22     St. Joseph's in a similar fashion to her sister, but at

23     an earlier stage.

24         In paragraph 10 of HIA176's statement, if we look,

25     please, at 472, she makes allegations against SJM4,
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1     mistakenly referred by HIA176 as SJM4.  She had been

2     SJM4 and would have been known as SJM4, but it is

3     unclear where the [name redacted] comes from, but you

4     will see in this paragraph that she alleges that she

5     would have been called a "Derry hog" but also she would

6     have been hit and bullied.

7         I opened during HIA376's evidence SR235 on behalf of

8     the congregation saying that these allegations, which

9     along with HIA376's are the only allegations made

10     against SJM4 as she now is, are entirely inconsistent

11     with SR235's experience of working alongside SJM4 for

12     a significant period of time.

13         SJM4 herself has provided a statement to the

14     Inquiry.  If we look, please, at 15255, she says:

15         "I remember HIA176.  She refers in her witness

16     statement to SJM4.  I accept that she is referring to me

17     and that she is mistaken regarding my name.  In relation

18     to the allegations she has made against me, I deny each

19     and every one of them.  I have never physically

20     assaulted her or any of the children in my care.  I have

21     never hit her, or shoved her about, or flung her about,

22     as she alleges.  I have never abused her verbally or

23     emotionally.  The term 'Derry hogs' was used by other

24     children in the home in relation to the children from

25     Derry, but I have never called her a 'Derry hog'.
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1         I deny that I could ever have been described as

2     a bully and deny that I ever laughed at her after she

3     asked me if she could get fitted for a bra.  This

4     incident never happened.  She alleges that she had

5     in a different house and was prevented from

6     visiting her.  This is untrue.  The children were

7     together at school, but were also permitted to visit

8     each other if they were in different houses.  This was

9     facilitated by the housemother in a particular house

10     phoning the other house to ask if it was convenient for

11     a visit and, if so, the arrangement was made.

12     I regularly arranged and consented to visits by girls

13     between houses.  I do not recall her sister being in

14     hospital, but if she was, her sister would have been

15     fully informed and she would have been permitted to

16     visit her."

17         So she is saying she does not accept that life was

18     as described by HIA376 or by HIA176 and that she did not

19     hit HIA176.

20         In paragraph 11 of HIA176's statement at 472 she

21     makes reference and criticises the congregation for not

22     facilitating greater contact between her and her

23     sibling.  I am not going to go into the documents that

24     are available in the chronology as to the difficulties

25     that there were between the siblings, but contact was
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1     facilitated in the sense of weekend leave.  If one was

2     not in the home, then the other would see them when they

3     returned.  The records do disclose various unhappiness

4     between the sisters at various points in time that might

5     explain why they were not placed in the same living

6     accommodation, although in fairness to the congregation

7     they don't say that a deliberate decision was made not

8     to place them together, but rather that each individual

9     who came in was assessed on an individual basis, and you

10     can see from what I described initially that their

11     timings in St. Joseph's were not uniform in the sense of

12     they were both coming in at the same time on each

13     occasion.  SR235 talks about that in paragraph 11 of her

14     statement at 29006.

15         In paragraph 17 at 474 of HIA176's statement she

16     alleges that a SR260 broke a brush over a girl called

17     SJM52's back.  Again no names I that use should be used

18     beyond the chamber.  That is -- SR235 explains, if we

19     look at 29010, please -- she says:

20         "In relation to the allegation regarding SR260,

21     SR260 was a senior member of staff in the early '80s.

22     I had no knowledge of an allegation in which she broke

23     a brush over SJM52 and we have no record of a complaint

24     being made about such an allegation.  From my knowledge

25     of SR260 I find it hard to accept that such an incident
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1     took place."

2         I can say to the Panel that as far as the Inquiry is

3     aware this is the only allegation that is made against

4     SR260.  In fairness to her this allegation is not made

5     by SJM52 herself.

6         In paragraph 18 of HIA176's statement at 474,

7     please, she does talk, as did her sister, about SR240,

8     who was the head of St. Joseph's during HIA176's time.

9     She says in paragraph 18 that SR240 would come up behind

10     you and dig her knuckle in your back while carrying her

11     keys.

12         The sequence of events, if I can just explain it to

13     the Panel, is that SR240, being in ill health by the

14     time she was being asked to contribute to the Inquiry,

15     was in a position to provide a witness statement and did

16     that in relation to the allegations made by HIA376, and

17     you are aware from what she said in relation to HIA376

18     that she was saying in addition to not hitting HIA376

19     she was explaining her general ethos and that she didn't

20     hit any child.  By the time the Inquiry then asked SR240

21     to respond to the particular allegation made by HIA176

22     SR240's health had deteriorated further, and the Inquiry

23     has received a second medical record to explain why

24     SR240 is not only now not in a position to give oral

25     evidence, but not in a position to respond by providing
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1     further witness statements.  So in fairness to her

2     I would refer you back to what she said in her witness

3     statement relating to HIA376, HIA176's sister.

4         SR235 speaking on behalf of the congregation, if we

5     look, please, at 29010 and paragraph 19, she says,

6     making reference to a particular incident said to have

7     happened on a retreat in Monaghan:

8         "I have no knowledge about the allegation of the

9     theft of altar wine.  I have also no knowledge of any

10     allegation that SR240 threatened to beat the girls until

11     she found out who had stolen the wine.  I find this

12     story very hard to believe and I base this on my

13     knowledge of working with SR240 for a long period of

14     time.  She was always a caring member of staff towards

15     the girls.  I can confirm she carried a bunch of keys,

16     as she was the most senior person in charge on site.

17     I have no knowledge of girls being beaten after they

18     owned up to the theft and again I have to say that

19     I find it very difficult to accept that this took place.

20     If it did take place, then of course it was very wrong."

21         In paragraph 19 of HIA176's statement, if we look at

22     475, please, she makes an allegation about SR240 beating

23     a girl who stole glue from the office.  You can see

24     reference to her commenting on having witnessed

25     subsequent events.
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1         SR235 speaks of that in paragraph 20, if we look at

2     29010, please.  Scroll down.  Just move on to the next

3     page, please.  Again she is saying there is no record

4     and no knowledge of this allegation, this particular

5     girl.  She does remember, remembers her being a live

6     wire, but not aware of any complaint that she was

7     bullied or bullied any other resident.  Again the girl

8     that's referred to by HIA176 has never made that

9     complaint to anyone herself.

10         In paragraph 26 of HIA176's statement at 477,

11     please, she does refer to SR240 calling her a whore and

12     threatening to beat her child out of her.  This was

13     after she claims that she was raped in order to become

14     pregnant.  I was drawing your attention to SJM56's

15     statement earlier.  There are certainly in the

16     voluminous social work records that are available to the

17     Inquiry and the records from St. Joseph's -- there is

18     nothing in those records to suggest that it was being

19     said that the pregnancy had resulted from a rape.

20         If we look at paragraph 28 of SR235's statement,

21     please, at 29016, she refers to the diary records that

22     are available, and I gave you the references when I was

23     dealing with HIA376's evidence in respect of the events

24     after it becomes known that HIA176 is pregnant.  She

25     makes the point they have no evidence that there was
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1     rape.  There was concerns by staff about whether the boy

2     involved was a positive influence or not.

3         She then makes the point that there were a number of

4     girls who became pregnant while at St. Joseph's and they

5     stayed in St. Joseph's during the pregnancy and may have

6     returned -- they may have returned home.  In fairness

7     that is the pattern that followed for HIA176, who came

8     back into St. Joseph's for a three-week spell after this

9     news became known before again returning home, which was

10     the end of her fourth spell in St. Joseph's.

11         SR235 also draws attention to the fact that, as

12     I was showing you in relation to HIA376, that the two

13     girls returned to the training school in November 1984

14     and stayed over.

15         In paragraph 16 of HIA176's statement at 474 she

16     makes reference to another girl that she says was

17     assaulted.  That girl is called SJM50.  Her name

18     shouldn't be used beyond the chamber.  She describes in

19     paragraph 16 the priest that she says was a horrible man

20     and she saw only on a Sunday smacking this girl on the

21     face.  Now she doesn't refer to that happening to her

22     sister, who described an event of this sort, but she

23     does describe it happening to this girl, SJM50.

24         In paragraph 21 of her statement, if we look at 475,

25     she says that SR275 or SR275, she witnessed her also
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1     hitting SJM50.

2         Now SR235 deals with this in paragraph 16 of her

3     statement at 29009 and makes the point that SJM50 was

4     only in St. Joseph's for two weeks between 6th and 20th

5     January 1982.  That would have coincided with the start

6     of the first period that HIA176 was present, but she

7     makes the point there's no record of any complaint by

8     SJM50 at any time in respect of the matters that are

9     being spoken of by HIA176.

10         If we scroll down to paragraph 21, please, 29011,

11     she addresses the allegation of SR275 being seen to dish

12     out beatings.  You can see the points that are being

13     made to suggest that perhaps the wrong place is being

14     spoken of at the particular point in time that SJM50

15     would have been present.

16         I can also draw to the Panel's attention that that

17     particular individual did apply to the Inquiry, but

18     spoke about her experiences at another institution and

19     made no mention of anything to do with St. Joseph's.

20         In paragraph 22 -- I should perhaps just also pause

21     at this point to say --

22 CHAIRMAN:  Can I just ask was that person an applicant to

23     the Statutory Inquiry or the Acknowledgment Forum?

24 MR AIKEN:  To the Statutory Inquiry, but reached a certain

25     point and then no longer progressed.
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1 CHAIRMAN:  I see.  So her designation number is?

2 MR AIKEN:  That's something I will try and acquire and I'll

3     give that to the Panel Members.

4 CHAIRMAN:  But in any event she didn't come to give

5     evidence, because she didn't reach that stage of the

6     process?

7 MR AIKEN:  Yes, but from material that was available to the

8     Inquiry legal team it was clear what was being spoken of

9     and what there was no reference to.

10         If I pause just at this point, Chairman and Members

11     of the Panel, just to draw attention to a point that the

12     congregation have raised, and that is you will recall

13     that HIA376 speaks of the incident where SR235 herself,

14     who has provided the substantial statement on behalf of

15     the Order, is said to have forcibly removed HIA376 and

16     placed her in the boot of the car, and that on that

17     journey it is said that HIA176 was also present.  The

18     congregation draw to the Panel's attention that HIA176

19     herself makes no mention of an incident of that sort.

20         In paragraph 22 of HIA176's statement, if we look at

21     475, please, she criticises the congregation for its

22     facilitating of smoking amongst the girls in Middletown.

23     SR235 acknowledges in the context of the time, if we

24     look at 29012, please, at paragraph -- just if I can

25     note here that it is being said in the statement that it
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1     was in St. Joseph's that the smoking began, but what

2     SR235 says in paragraph 23, if we scroll down:

3         "... draws attention to the fact it is being said

4     she didn't smoke before she came to St. Joseph's.  She

5     considered it was ludicrous cigarettes were given to

6     girls age 14.  Regrettably girls were allowed to smoke.

7     Most of the girls who arrived were already smokers.  The

8     girls purchased cigarettes with their own pocket money

9     and these were then handed into the office and given out

10     to the girls at certain times of the day during the

11     following week.  With the benefit of hindsight and given

12     the knowledge that is now available in relation to the

13     dangers of smoking, I accept that permitting smoking was

14     not in the best interests of the girls.  However, our

15     main priority at the time was to deal with the

16     behavioural issues presented by the girls and to try and

17     implement a home and educational structure into their

18     lives rather than trying to reform habits such as

19     smoking."

20         You may recall it's a theme not necessarily confined

21     to St. Joseph's, Middletown, where those who did smoke

22     were not prevented from carrying on that habit.

23         In fairness to St. Joseph's, although they would not

24     have been aware of this themselves, the Health & Social

25     Care Board have drawn to the Inquiry's attention in
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1     paragraph 10 of its statement, if we look at 22259,

2     please, that, in fact, they -- the Health & Social Care

3     Board have a record showing that the allegation being

4     made that smoking was caused by St. Joseph's is not

5     justified, because, in fact, there is a record of HIA176

6     smoking before she went into St. Joseph's.

7         In paragraph 24 of her statement, if we look at 476,

8     please, HIA176 speaks of bullying taking place and says

9     that she did not feel safe:

10         "There was a lot of physical abuse from staff and

11     bullying from other girls."

12         She identifies two girls that she says bullied her.

13         She describes one particular member of staff she did

14     have a good relationship with, but ultimately she felt

15     let down by the nuns and the residential workers.  She

16     said it was not like a children's home.  There was

17     always something kicking off and she had to grow up very

18     quickly.

19         Of that, if we look at 29014, please, SR235 on

20     behalf of the congregation at paragraph 25 of her

21     statement says:

22         "... the feeling of not being safe during her two

23     years.  She refers to a lot of physical abuse by staff

24     and bullying from other girls.  I am not aware of any

25     complaint from HIA176  or HIA176 regarding physical
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1     abuse from staff and bullying prior to receiving her

2     witness statement.  She refers to being bullied by two

3     particular girls.  I can confirm that those girls were

4     resident."

5         She indicates she is distressed at the suggestion

6     that HIA176  recalls being bullied.

7         "The girls at St. Joseph's rightly expected to be

8     safe from physical attack while they were in our care.

9     The staff at St. Joseph's were conscious of the

10     background and needs of each of the girls and were

11     vigilant about bullying.  It was never condoned and in

12     my experience would have been dealt with immediately by

13     the house staff."

14         In fairness you saw an example of that in HIA376's

15     case.

16         "I can find no record of HIA176  having raised the

17     issue of bullying during her time with us, but I do note

18     that her sister HIA376 had experience of conflict ..."

19         Then she says this, if we scroll down, please:

20         "The general sense I have of reading the diary

21     entries in relation to HIA176's time together with the

22     quarterly review meetings is that she had a positive

23     experience in St. Joseph's and that staff and social

24     workers felt that she had benefitted from her time with

25     us."
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1         There is reference to her anxiety about leaving.

2     Then SR235 says she is very sorry that her memories of

3     the time with the congregation are so negative, but she

4     can only point to her own recollection and the

5     contemporaneous records, which suggest HIA176 was well

6     cared for and supported.

7         The Panel is aware from my dealing with HIA376 of

8     the returning and the circumstances surrounding the two

9     sisters' period after their time in St. Joseph's.

10         That's what I propose to say about the evidence of

11     HIA176, as she was then, unless there is any particular

12     matter that the Panel wish me to deal with.

13 CHAIRMAN:  No, I don't think so.  Thank you.

14 MR AIKEN:  I know that Ms Smith is taking the next witness.

15     Perhaps a couple of moments to allow that to be ...

16 CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We will just rise to allow that to be

17     arranged.

18 (3.07 pm)

19                        (Short break)

20 (3.11 pm)

21                SISTER CANICE DURKAN (called)

22 MS SMITH:  Good afternoon, Chairman, Panel Members, ladies

23     and gentlemen.  Our final witness today is Sister Canice

24     Durkan.  She wishes to take the religious oath,

25     Chairman.
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1                 SISTER CANICE DURKAN (sworn)

2 CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Sister.  Please sit down.

3            Questions from COUNSEL TO THE INQUIRY

4 MS SMITH:  Sister has provided a statement of evidence on

5     behalf of the congregation, which is at SJM22714 to

6     22919, and that includes exhibits.

7         Now, Sister, just to confirm: you are speaking on

8     behalf of the congregation of the Sisters of St. Louis.

9     Isn't that correct?

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  You have provided the statement, which I am going to ask

12     if that can be called up, please, at 22714, which is on

13     the screen.  Can I just ask you, Sister, if you can

14     confirm that this is the statement of evidence you

15     provided to the Inquiry and you wish the Inquiry to

16     accept that together with anything else that we cover

17     this afternoon.

18 A.  Yes, this is the statement.  Thank you.

19 Q.  Now you, Sister, were yourself in St. Joseph's from 1987

20     until it closed in 2000.  Isn't that right?

21 A.  That's correct, yes.

22 Q.  In your statement, as you say, your role was primarily

23     in aftercare.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  I am going to come back and ask you a little bit about
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1     that, but apart from that what other duties did you have

2     in Middletown?

3 A.  Well, because of my involvement with the aftercare,

4     I was involved with the decisions and the arrangements

5     to transfer girls into the aftercare service and

6     therefore I would be at meetings that would concern what

7     their wishes were and what might be on offer for them in

8     the aftercare service.  Of course, I also attended all

9     staff meetings, and I was briefed in that way on what

10     was happening in St. Joseph's.

11 Q.  You were saying to me, in fact, you were the person who

12     kept the minutes of the staff meetings.

13 A.  I did.  Not all the time, but I did keep minutes, yes.

14 Q.  You also talked about I think, when we were talking

15     earlier, about you were an in-service trainer.  Is that

16     right?

17 A.  Not myself, no, but there was in-service training on

18     offer in the aftercare -- aftercare programme that we

19     had for the staff that were working with us there.

20 Q.  Well, paragraph 5 of your statement that's on the

21     screen, Sister, you talk about the types of girls who

22     were admitted and the behavioural difficulties that they

23     exhibited in St. Joseph's.  You were there from the late

24     '80s until certainly the end -- beyond the end of the

25     Inquiry's terms of reference period, which was late
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1     1995, the end of 1995.  I wondered in your experience

2     did the girls that you had to deal with -- did the type

3     of girl change in any way or was it fairly consistent

4     throughout?

5 A.  I would say that the type of girl, her needs were

6     consistent throughout, because all of those girls came

7     from difficult situations.  They had difficult problems

8     and complex needs, as it says here.  I think there was

9     a consistency about the difficulties that they were

10     dealing with and that we were trying to respond to.

11 Q.  You were -- just before moving on to your own role in

12     the aftercare service, when you were in St. Joseph's,

13     you were actually based there -- isn't that right --

14 A.  Yes.  I lived in the convent in Middletown.

15 Q.  -- although you would have stayed in the aftercare house

16     once a week?

17 A.  Occasionally, yes.  Maybe more than once a week, but

18     occasionally, yes.

19 Q.  While you were in and around St. Joseph's did you ever

20     see a nun or a staff member strike a girl?

21 A.  Never, never.

22 Q.  Or did you ever hear any staff member or member of the

23     congregation either denigrate a girl or her family?

24 A.  Never.  No, I didn't.

25 Q.  Can you remember how absconders were dealt with, Sister?
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1 A.  Well, absconders very often came back maybe in the late

2     hour -- in the early hours of the morning or late at

3     night, or maybe they came back right away, but I do

4     remember that if they came back during the night, there

5     was always staff there and senior staff on duty to

6     welcome them back, because there was always a sense of

7     relief when a girl came back, because our concern for

8     each girl was her safety and protection, and so there

9     was always a sense of relief.  So the girls were

10     received, as far as I know, and welcomed and cared for

11     when they came back.  They may have needed rest,

12     certainly needed food, and that was always provided.

13 Q.  Sister, I am going to talk a little bit about

14     inspections.  During your time there were inspection

15     reports which you have annexed to your statement from

16     1987 and I think 1994 was the other one.

17 A.  That's correct, yes.

18 Q.  It would be fair to say that the reports that we have

19     seen from 1987 and through to mid 1990s were very

20     positive about St. Joseph's.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  We have also seen reports from well before your time

23     from 1940s and 1950s, and it is clear from the

24     punishment book which went up to 1968 that Ministry

25     officials were visiting St. Joseph's and were signing
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1     that punishment book.

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  I know in your statement you thought that the signatures

4     might have been from boards of visitors, but we know

5     from the Inquiry's work they were actually Children's

6     Officers from the Ministry of Home Affairs.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  Now paragraph 13 of your statement, if we can just go to

9     that -- it is at page 22718 -- you talk about the

10     Management or Visiting Board, and in response to the

11     question that was posed by the Inquiry you talk about

12     the Management Committee.

13 A.  Uh-huh.

14 Q.  Now there is correspondence which the Inquiry has

15     recently received and which you and I were looking at

16     earlier between the Diocese of Armagh, particularly

17     between Cardinal Conway, who was Archbishop of Armagh

18     and a member of the trustees of St. Joseph's --

19 A.  Yes, yes.

20 Q.  -- and the Ministry of Home Affairs.  I am going to look

21     at some of that documentation.

22         First of all, there is a letter at SJM28221.  This

23     dates from 10th September 1964.  You will see it is from

24     the Ministry of Home Affairs.  It is addressed to

25     Cardinal Conway and it reads:
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1         "Your Grace,

2         We have felt since our meeting on Tuesday that we

3     may not adequately have expressed our appreciation and

4     gratitude for the great patience and kindness shown to

5     us and for your obvious interest in the topics of

6     discussion.  We are, in fact, deeply sensitive in

7     retrospect as we were at the time of the warmth and

8     humanity in your Grace's reception of us at a time when

9     there must be very many important and serious matters

10     requiring your attention.

11         Enclosed, as promised, is a list of members of the

12     Management Board of St. Joseph's School.

13         May we express the most sincere good wishes for your

14     forthcoming journey and for all your deliberations."

15         It is signed by Kathleen Forrest and JH Parkes for

16     the Ministry of Home Affairs.

17         Presumably from the date of this in 1964 it would

18     have been at the time of the Vatican II Council, and

19     maybe that's what they are talking about when they are

20     talking about his deliberations and his journey.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  It is clear there was some discussion going on between

23     the Cardinal and the Ministry of Home Affairs about

24     St. Joseph's in this letter.

25         If we then go to SJM2224, we see then that on 15th
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1     November the Ministry are writing to the Cardinal again

2     and it says:

3         "Your Eminence will recall the meeting which took

4     place in September 1964 with Mr GB New, Ms Forrest and

5     myself at which various questions relating to the care

6     of deprived children were discussed."

7         So this is obviously referring back to that letter

8     in September '64.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  "Amongst the matters touched on was the future of

11     St. Joseph's Training School for Girls at Middletown.

12         We felt that this establishment, despite the devoted

13     efforts of its staff, was tending rather to lag behind

14     current developments in the training school service and

15     we have had difficulty in persuading the manager to be

16     a little more progressive and adventurous in outlook."

17         I am just going to pause there to say the manager at

18     this time in the mid '60s was SR237.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  "This school (which is financed entirely from public

21     funds) is required by law to be under the control of

22     a Board of Management, which, in addition to controlling

23     the general policy of the school, should take a personal

24     interest in many aspects of the welfare of the girls.

25     In practice we have found that the Board has for a long
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1     time played virtually no part in any aspect in the life

2     of the school and we feel that this has contributed very

3     largely to the difficulty of the staff in seeing beyond

4     the preoccupations of their day-to-day work."

5         It goes on to read:

6         "The manager of the school has for some years now

7     been pressing for the provision of a new classroom and

8     recreation room.  We have been reluctant to proceed with

9     this, because we have felt that any new building at

10     St. Joseph's should be preceded by a complete

11     reappraisal of the whole method of working of the

12     establishment.  St. Joseph's is now the only one of the

13     four main training schools in Northern Ireland in which

14     such a reappraisal has not taken place in recent years.

15         As I think we mentioned at our previous meeting, a

16     further development within the past 18 months has been a

17     tentative proposal from the Good Shepherd Order to

18     establish a training school in Belfast, which would

19     accommodate some of the older girls who are at present

20     sent to St. Joseph's.

21         We have recently received a letter from the Board of

22     Management of St. Joseph's (our first communication from

23     this body for many years) asking us to proceed urgently

24     with the provision of the recreation and classroom

25     accommodation.  We have replied pointing out the reasons
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1     for our reluctance to proceed with this development and

2     suggesting a meeting with the Board to discuss the

3     situation.

4         Your Eminence will appreciate that the questions at

5     issue concern the total training school facilities in

6     Northern Ireland for Catholic girls.  We are therefore

7     anxious so far as possible to obtain the views of the

8     church as a whole in Northern Ireland before coming to

9     any final decisions.  We also feel that the Ministry is

10     not well placed to take a decision, should the need

11     arise, which may involve a choice between the possibly

12     conflicting claims of the St. Louis and Good Shepherd

13     Orders.

14         For these reasons we should welcome the opportunity

15     of a further discussion with your Eminence before

16     meeting the Board of Management.  If it is possible to

17     arrange such a discussion as soon as is convenient after

18     your return to Armagh, we should also be glad to take up

19     again some of the other questions which were discussed

20     at our earlier meeting."

21         It goes on to talk about Termonbacca and the

22     Management of Adoption Societies.  That's signed by

23     Mr Parkes, who was one of the signatories to the earlier

24     letter.

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  Then if we look at SJM28227, we can see that in

2     December -- sorry.  Can you just scroll back a moment,

3     please?  Yes.  28227 is a letter of 4th May 1966 to

4     Cardinal Conway.  I should say that there is a reference

5     there to TC831, which is a Ministry of Home Affairs'

6     file that the Inquiry is aware did exist, but

7     unfortunately have been unable to locate either in the

8     Public Records Office of Northern Ireland, nor has the

9     Department been able to produce this.  So it was in

10     existence at one time.  We are not entirely clear as to

11     what the position with it is at the moment, but this

12     letter of 4th May reads:

13         "Dear Cardinal Conway,

14         As I explained in conversation with your Eminence's

15     secretary last week, we have just had a meeting with the

16     managers of St. Joseph's Training School.  This was the

17     meeting referred to in my letter to your Eminence of

18     15th November 1965.  We had hoped to postpone it until

19     you yourself had had an opportunity of meeting the

20     people concerned, but this did not prove possible.

21         The problems relating to this training school are

22     still broadly as set out in my letter of 15th November

23     and may be summarised as follows:

24         (a)  The Board of Management has never played

25     an effective part in the running of the establishment
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1     but has left things entirely in the hands of the manager

2     herself.

3         (b)  The school has been pressing us for years to

4     provide a recreation hall, which we regard as a limited

5     addition to existing facilities, while we on the other

6     hand have been pressing the managers to rethink

7     completely the way in which the school is organised and

8     run.  We have been reluctant to approve any short-term

9     improvements which might of themselves prejudice

10     a successful long-term reorganisation.

11         (c)  The whole future of St. Joseph's is in some

12     doubt following the admittedly tentative proposal from

13     the Good Shepherd Order to provide training school

14     facilities in Belfast for at least the older and more

15     difficult girls.

16         Last Friday we met Reverend Mother Laurentia of the

17     Middletown Convent, SR237, who is manager of the

18     training school, and Reverend Brother O'Sullivan, who is

19     secretary to the Board of Management.  In view of the

20     composition of the party we did not feel it appropriate

21     to discuss the first of the three problems mentioned

22     above.  On the second question we agreed to consider the

23     immediate provision of temporary additional

24     accommodation on the clear understanding that a complete

25     reassessment would be made of the method of caring for
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1     the girls at St. Joseph's.  The reassessment would

2     include visits to comparable establishments in England

3     and Scotland.  The managers also accepted with

4     enthusiasm the suggestion that they should consider the

5     establishment of a pre-licence hostel away from

6     Middletown where girls could spend the last part of

7     their period of detention in conditions of modified

8     freedom, possibly with outside employment.

9         On the third question we made it clear that any

10     fundamental reassessment of the role of St. Joseph's

11     would, of course, be dependent on a decision one way or

12     the other as to whether some other organisation would

13     enter the field.  We also made it clear that we did not

14     feel that it was for us to make a choice between the two

15     Orders.  We explained that although the full cost of

16     training schools is met out of public funds, the law

17     provides that they may be established and administered

18     by voluntary bodies, and it is also the law that

19     provision must be made for children of different

20     religious persuasions.

21         In these circumstances the churches must inevitably

22     have a major say in the provision of the schools and

23     where, as in this instance, a question arises which may

24     affect the total provision of training school

25     accommodation for Catholic girls in Northern Ireland, we
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1     would regard the views of your church as of paramount

2     importance in arriving at a decision.

3         We are most anxious to see an improvement in the

4     training school facilities for Catholic girls, but any

5     major improvement will be a long-term and expensive

6     business.  Before any binding commitments are entered

7     into, therefore, we are most anxious to have from your

8     church a considered recommendation as to where and under

9     whose auspices the training school facilities should be

10     provided."

11         That's signed by Mr Parkes.

12         Now there is at SJM28222 a note from 1966, which may

13     have, in fact, been a briefing note provided to the

14     Cardinal, and I say that because it was in the

15     diocesan papers, which sets out some details of what was

16     happening in Middletown in 1966.  It says:

17         "Average number in residence: 30 RCs", Roman

18     Catholics.

19         "Ages: 11-19.

20         They were committed for:

21         Non-attendance at school.

22         Petty larceny.

23         For having run away from home.

24         For reasons of moral safety or because they have

25     undesirable homes.
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1         Period of detention: 3 years but may be released in

2     two or two and a half years owing to good conduct.

3         Suitable employment is awaiting them on their

4     leaving St. Joseph's if parents permit.  An aftercare

5     officer has charge of them for three years after their

6     leaving St. Joseph's.  She occasionally interviews them

7     in their homes or places of work, seeks a change of

8     employment for them, if needed.

9         The girls of school age, about 14 in number just

10     now, attend our elementary school daily and mix with the

11     local children.  The others get special lessons in

12     cookery, needlework, knitting, embroidery, arts and

13     crafts, shorthand and typing.  They work in turn in

14     kitchens, laundry, chapel and parlours.

15         All do some housework daily, including the care of

16     their own premises.

17         All these girls have classes in choral singing,

18     elocution, dancing, violin, piano, band instruments and

19     PE.  Camogie, basketball and tennis in season are taught

20     by a qualified games mistress.

21         Some sit for examinations in piano, singing and

22     elocution.  This year, 1966, the results in elocution

23     were 10 honours, one pass.  Six got honours in singing.

24     Four sat for piano examination, results of which are not

25     yet known.
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1         Some study to qualify for entrance to a technical

2     school.  This summer, 1966, four girls won scholarships

3     to such a school."

4         Then copies of letters sent after visits were

5     enclosed with that.

6         In the suite of documents that came from the diocese

7     we can see letters from Mrs Mullan, who was the wife of

8     Commander Mullan, from Mr de Groet, who had been

9     visiting from Holland, and I can't recall who the third

10     one was for, but all thanking the Sisters for their

11     visit and being complimentary about St. Joseph's.

12 A.  Uh-huh.

13 Q.  But in any event then the next document is from 18th

14     May 1966 at SJM28229 from Cardinal Conway to Mr Parkes

15     and he says that:

16         "Dear Mr Parkes,

17         At a conference at Middletown, at which the Mother

18     General of the St. Louis Sisters was present ..."

19         I am going to pause there.  That would have been

20     Mother Columbanus.  Is that right?

21 A.  That's right, yes.

22 Q.  "... I outlined the views of the Ministry as to the kind

23     of steps which might be taken at Middletown, and I found

24     the Sisters very understanding and cooperative.  In

25     particular they have agreed to send two members of the
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1     staff for training next year, two more the following

2     year and one or two the year after that.  They also saw

3     the advantages of having some new blood on the Board of

4     Governors and I promised to get in touch with them about

5     this later.  They also understand and fully accept the

6     idea of a reappraisal of the methods at Middletown

7     emerging from a reconstituted board which would visit

8     appropriate establishments in Great Britain.

9         All this is at least a beginning, and I must say

10     that personally I was very pleased indeed with the

11     spirit and results of the conference.

12         The Sisters are still very interested in the

13     suggestion that there might be a small pre-licensing

14     unit in Craigavon.

15         In the course of our discussions I asked the Sisters

16     about the subsequent history of the girls who had passed

17     through their schools and I must say that I could not

18     fail to be impressed by what they told me.

19         With kind regards and all good wishes."

20         That was from Cardinal Conway.

21         On the next day, 19th May 1966, at SJM29230

22     Mr Parkes replies and he says:

23         "Dear Cardinal Conway,

24         Thank you for your letter of 18th May.  It is most

25     encouraging to learn that you met with such a good
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1     response at Middletown.  We very much hope that

2     developments will continue in the same spirit.

3         I am sure the Sisters were able to give you some

4     quite impressive case histories.  We are well aware that

5     they are doing very good work and that their kindness,

6     devotion and spiritual influence can produce excellent

7     results despite their lack of up-to-date facilities,

8     professional training and expertise.  Our feeling is

9     that if they had the latter as well as the former the

10     results might be even better!

11         With many thanks for your help and cooperation."

12         It is signed:

13         "Yours sincerely, JH Parkes."

14         So it looks very much, Sister, as if the Ministry of

15     Home Affairs are unable to get SR237 to be more

16     progressive.

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  Their Board of Management are not doing the job they

19     were supposed to be doing and the Ministry have engaged

20     the help of Cardinal Conway to change things and to get

21     things moving, and that seems to have had the desired

22     effect, that and the possible threat of Good Shepherd

23     taking over the work, but you and I were speaking

24     earlier and we had a conversation with SR234.

25         What she has told me that she learned from SR240
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1     while she was working with SR240 was that Mother

2     Columbanus, following this meeting, approached SR240 and

3     asked her if she would be willing to go and train as

4     a social worker with a view to going to Middletown to

5     carry out the reforms that were needed.

6 A.  That's correct, yes.

7 Q.  It was not just SR240 but it was another sister, SR273,

8     who did that.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  They both went off to Leicester where they trained and

11     then came back in 1968.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  Both went to Middletown as qualified social workers --

14 A.  Right.

15 Q.  -- in 1968.

16 A.  That's correct.

17 Q.  Now that would be in keeping with what Cardinal Conway

18     told Mr Parkes, that the Sisters were going to have two

19     members of staff go for training that year.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  SR240 then comes to Middletown and -- words that have

22     been used to express -- she was the new broom --

23 A.  Indeed.

24 Q.  -- coming to Middletown in 1968, but she was I think the

25     expression either you or SR234 used to me "a young
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1     whipper-snapper".  So she couldn't just come in and take

2     over, as it were --

3 A.  No.

4 Q.  -- but in 1970 she becomes Deputy Director of

5     Middletown.

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  We know from the documents that we have seen, and you

8     talk about this in your own statement at paragraph 19,

9     about how record-keeping from 1970 onwards improved.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  That again would have probably been as a result of the

12     training that SR240 had had and what she had learned on

13     her training.  We also know from other evidence that we

14     have heard that she also introduced the marks scheme in

15     the 1970s.

16         Then she becomes Director in 1977, and in

17     paragraph 21 you talk about the daily house diaries

18     dating from 1977.

19 A.  That's right.

20 Q.  Again another innovation of SR240's.  It would appear

21     certainly that the Ministry contacting Cardinal Conway

22     shows us two things.  It shows us, first of all, that

23     they were anxious to improve the service being offered

24     at Middletown.  They were doing their job in looking

25     after the training schools, as they were supposed to do,
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1     and they were perhaps not getting the response they

2     wanted from St. Joseph's itself?

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  They go higher up and enlist the help of Cardinal Conway

5     to persuade, if persuasion was required, SR237 certainly

6     to be more progressive, but there is clearly

7     a willingness on the part of the congregation, if maybe

8     not on SR237's part, to progress.

9 A.  That is true.

10 Q.  And steps are taken that we have seen led to the

11     situation where SR240 ultimately became the Deputy

12     Director until she ultimately retired.

13 A.  Yes.  She became Director.

14 Q.  Sorry.  Deputy Director and then Director.

15         Sister, I know you yourself weren't privy to any of

16     this and the first time you saw this documentation is

17     when we went over it this morning.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  I am not asking you to comment on it, but that seems to

20     be what the documents are showing.  If the congregation

21     on reflection feel that they show something other than

22     that, then certainly they can let the Inquiry know in

23     their submissions.

24 A.  Thank you.

25 Q.  Sister, you also then, going back to your own statement
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1     at paragraph 39 -- I should have assured you, Sister,

2     that -- I have not been going through your statement

3     paragraph by paragraph, but you can be assured the Panel

4     have read it in its entirety and the exhibits that are

5     attached to it.  You talk in paragraph 39 about the

6     issues of bullying, self-harm and suicide and the fact

7     that there was a difficult clientele.  We touched on

8     this earlier, about the type of girls who St. Joseph's

9     cared for.

10         SR234, when she gave evidence, said that

11     St. Joseph's was used when other homes or options had

12     failed for these girls.  Is that your recollection, that

13     St. Joseph's was pretty much a last resort?

14 A.  Yes.  It certainly seemed to be that way, because of the

15     girls who came with the kind of problems they had, but

16     the bullying wouldn't have been tolerated anyway,

17     because I think one of the things that I noticed myself

18     in Middletown was the amount of supervision of girls by

19     staff in the units and between units or when they were

20     going to school.  There was a tremendous amount of

21     supervision.  So if girls had arguments, which they did

22     have, right away there would be -- there would be

23     somebody there who could prevent anything happening that

24     would be out of order, because care of the children and

25     their safety and protection was such an important factor
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1     for the staff.

2 Q.  Sister, I should have actually mentioned one other

3     matter before I moved on from the whole issue of

4     inspections.

5 A.  Uh-huh.

6 Q.  I mean, what the documents that we were looking at show

7     to the Inquiry was that the Ministry of Home Affairs was

8     certainly involved in doing their job in the mid '60s.

9 A.  Oh, yes.

10 Q.  One name who has come up, Wesley Donnell was a Social

11     Services Inspector in later years.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  I take it you would have had engagement with him?

14 A.  Oh, yes, yes.  I knew Wesley and saw him in the school.

15     He came on a regular basis.  He came unannounced on

16     inspections too at times.

17 Q.  He has told the Inquiry he would have visited the

18     training schools approximately once a month.  Would that

19     have been your recollection?

20 A.  Well, I wouldn't have been sure about that myself, but

21     I would imagine he would have.  He certainly came very

22     frequently, but I wouldn't have always known when he was

23     there, because I wasn't involved in the units.

24 Q.  Yes.

25 A.  But he did come.  I would presume if he said once
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1     a month, yes.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  As you said, he turned up unannounced at times.

3 A.  Oh, he did, unannounced, yes.

4 Q.  He also -- we are told from other evidence that we heard

5     from St. Patrick's Training School that he had a close

6     relationship with staff and he was on hand to advise and

7     assist.  Is that your recollection?

8 A.  It is, yes.  He was very helpful.

9 Q.  Also when there were formal inspections -- do you recall

10     the formal inspections in '87 or '94?

11 A.  Well, I just came there in '87 myself, so I have no

12     memory of that at all, but '94 I think we just took it

13     for granted the inspectors were in the place.  I don't

14     remember anything particular about it.

15 Q.  Do you remember them speaking to you, for example?

16 A.  I don't remember that at all, no.

17 Q.  Or whether they had access to the children?

18 A.  Oh, I presume.  I'm sure they did, yes, because they --

19     at one of the inspections -- I am not sure which -- they

20     actually stayed and lived on the premises for quite

21     a while for a few days and they were during the evenings

22     and the mornings and saw everything that was happening.

23     I am not sure which of the inspections that was.  Maybe

24     it was both of them.

25 Q.  Certainly there was no difficulty with the inspection --
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1     inspectors coming and having access?

2 A.  Yes.  They had access.  I have no doubt about that.

3 Q.  Sister, I am going to move on to your particular area,

4     which was the aftercare service which was offered to the

5     girls.

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  You do describe that in your statement, but you drew to

8     our attention a document which we are going to look at

9     at SJM28233.  This was -- can I just ask, first of all,

10     before dealing with this, there were two houses that the

11     Sisters had in Belfast.  One was set up long before you

12     came to St. Joseph's and that was at an address on the

13     Falls Road, which was actually at the bottom of the

14     Andersonstown Road where the barracks would have been,

15     beside that.  Isn't that correct?

16 A.  Yes, that's correct.  That was purchased by the training

17     school for -- at the end of the 1960s.  I am not sure

18     exactly when.

19 Q.  So that would have operated at some time probably when

20     SR240 came to Middletown, in and around that date --

21 A.  Yes, yes, yes.

22 Q.  -- which again would coincide with what that

23     correspondence was showing us about having a pre-licence

24     hostel outside of Middletown.

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  It didn't happen in Craigavon as far as we know.

2 A.  No, there was no mention of that ever.

3 Q.  But it happened in Belfast.

4 A.  Yes, it did.

5 Q.  Then that house closed for some reason and the house on

6     the Glen Road --

7 A.  Yes.  We decided that the whole need for aftercare for

8     the girls was such an important -- and it was also

9     a requirement to provide accommodation for girls who

10     needed to be no longer -- for whom the training school

11     environment was no longer necessary, who had completed

12     their Training School Orders and needed to move on,

13     maybe had no home, that better accommodation, more

14     suitable and proper accommodation that could be

15     developed would be more suitable for the work of the

16     aftercare.  So that's when we decided to move to new

17     premises, and Belfast Improved Housing Association

18     purchased a house for our work on the Glen Road and then

19     we rented that from the Belfast Improved Housing

20     Association.  It was a much more comfortable house and

21     more suitable and central and all of that.  So I think

22     that's in the document which I presented to you.

23 Q.  Yes.  This document dates from early 1996.

24 A.  Yes.  That's when we were about to make the proposal to

25     the Management Board at St. Joseph's that we needed to
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1     develop the project and maybe get new premises.

2 Q.  I am just going to scroll down here.  The subgroup of

3     this project was yourself, Sister --

4 A.  Uainin Clarke.

5 Q.  -- Uainin Clarke.  Tessa Digby was a qualified social

6     worker.  Isn't that right?

7 A.  Yes, she was, yes.

8 Q.  I should pause there, Sister.  You never yourself

9     qualified as a social worker.  You were a qualified

10     teacher.

11 A.  A plain old teacher all the time.

12 Q.  Dave Wall, who was he?

13 A.  Dave Wall was the Director of NIACRO.

14 Q.  Well, just scrolling on down, you can see it is dated

15     from January 1996.  If we go to the next page, please --

16     in fact, if we go past the contents page to, yes, the

17     introduction, you say that this initially was to

18     request -- you were requested to draft terms of

19     reference for a meeting of the Board in January and

20     that's the proposal for the future development of the

21     Glen Road project.

22         More importantly is paragraph 2 here, which is "What

23     we have done", which is looking back on the work of the

24     Glen Road hostel, which was established here it says in

25     1991, in August 1991.  If we can scroll down, please:
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1         "... with the approval of the Management Board of

2     St. Joseph's.  The house was purchased by Belfast

3     Improved Houses and rented by the project.

4         The first girl moved in in February '92.

5         The purpose of the project has been to provide

6     accommodation and support for girls in transition from

7     residential care to community -- girls who have no home

8     base.

9         To date thirteen girls have taken part in the Glen

10     Road project for various lengths of time from six weeks

11     to fourteen months.  The project has offered respite

12     care to four girls.  Staff have also been involved in

13     outreach work with three girls.

14         The number of girls who could be accommodated was

15     three, but we frequently had four, that is for respite.

16         Between February '92 and August '93 the girls were

17     aged 16.  At this age the girls could enrol in YTP

18     schemes and were therefore eligible for housing benefit,

19     which was paid directly to the project by the Northern

20     Ireland Housing Executive.

21         Since August '93 the age of admission to the project

22     dropped to 15.  At this age the girls had to attend

23     school and were not eligible for housing benefit.  This

24     factor had implications for the source of funding.

25         From the beginning of the project until March '93
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1     all running expenses were covered by St. Joseph's

2     Training School.  Beginning April '93 a new system was

3     introduced by St. Joseph's in which the project received

4     payments on a monthly basis for each girl from

5     St. Joseph's who still had a Training School Order.

6     This gave the project responsibility for its running

7     costs and it gave us the opportunity to test the ability

8     of the project to be self-financing.

9         (When one girl's Training School Order expired in

10     '94, the monthly payments for her were then paid to the

11     project by the relevant Social Services.)

12         Intake of girls has been limited to girls leaving

13     St. Joseph's Training School.

14         The project aims to provide accommodation for

15     homeless girls leaving St. Joseph's in a warm, safe,

16     secure environment within which they experience

17     acceptance.  The project also aspires to enable each

18     girl to grow and develop and acquire skills as the

19     beginnings of the process towards independence.

20         In our practice we have been guided by the ethos of

21     the Sisters of St. Louis and St. Joseph's Training

22     School and by the principles of the social work

23     profession.  In this context we promoted team work and

24     as the team developed a strong value base for our work.

25         Since February 1993 our staff has been:
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1         3 full-time project workers.

2         2/3 volunteers.

3         In addition, the project is co-managed by Tessa

4     Digby and Sister Canice Durkan.

5         In May 1994 a Glen Road project support group was

6     established, which meets five or six times per year.

7         The staff levels of the project were based on the

8     assumptions that the girls would be away from the

9     project 9.00 am to 4.00 pm.  This proved to be an

10     incorrect assumption.  Girls regularly required support

11     and attention during these hours.

12         Adequate staff cover was made possible only through

13     the goodwill of our staff.  It would be impossible to

14     maintain long-term the level of cover necessary for this

15     project with current staffing levels.  At the end of the

16     current period of activity staff felt isolated and

17     exhausted.

18         The project has facilitated thirteen girls aged 15

19     to 16 in the traumatic and daunting experience of moving

20     from St. Joseph's Training School, which gave them

21     security, stability, physical well-being, a sense of

22     belonging and a sense of identity.  It served as

23     a secure bridge into the community."

24         It goes on to say it is in keeping with the

25     standards of residential childcare.
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1         "It also offered physical well-being and experience

2     in beginning to manage freedom from a secure, safe base,

3     provided a roof, four walls and a bed to girls with no

4     home base, but more than that, the girls were offered

5     care, sometimes intensive care.  They were challenged to

6     move on and were given support and practical help to do

7     it.

8         Then an evaluation of the project was completed by

9     Dr Marie Magee:

10         To review the work of the project since its

11     inception.

12         To establish the future -- the value of the project

13     in the context of ongoing changes in legislation and

14     aftercare policy."

15         Now, Sister, I know that despite the work that went

16     into this proposal for development, ultimately it didn't

17     happen.

18 A.  It couldn't happen really, because at that stage we were

19     coming closer to the time when -- well, the new

20     legislation had come in and we had to look towards how

21     would -- how we could function in relation to that new

22     child care education --

23 Q.  The Children's Order.

24 A.  The Children's Order.  Thank you.  Then we were coming

25     to the point ourselves of considering whether we might
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1     be closing St. Joseph's at some stage in future, trying

2     to make future plans ourselves and keeping this

3     community -- this aftercare policy -- this aftercare

4     resource.  I can't remember the details of how all that

5     worked out at the time, because it was a shifting kind

6     of time.

7 Q.  Yes.  Ultimately St. Joseph's became the Adolescent

8     Centre --

9 A.  That's correct, yes.

10 Q.  -- and operated for five years until it closed.

11 A.  That's right, yes.

12 Q.  Do you recall, Sister, when the Glen Road facility

13     actually shut?

14 A.  I tried -- I haven't recalled that, but I must find out,

15     but I don't know today.  Sorry about that.

16 Q.  I mean, this was a useful document, Sister, to show us

17     the kind of work that you were doing in terms of

18     aftercare for the girls.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  You were saying yourself that you attended on the Glen

21     Road and you stayed there maybe once or twice a week.

22 A.  I did, yes.

23 Q.  What kind of help was given in the facility to girls?

24 A.  Well, some girls were going out to school, and

25     supporting them and going to school and getting them to
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1     school and encouraging them to stay in school, that was

2     a major kind of project that took up an awful lot of

3     time, because a lot of them, they found it difficult to

4     persevere with the school, but the girls who were going

5     out to work placements, you know, it was a matter of

6     making sure that they got to their work and that they

7     were learning how to get there on their own and get

8     back.  It was a very varied kind of work, and I can see

9     there where it said that the staff were beginning to be

10     exhausted.  There was a lot of work involved in helping

11     the individual girls with whatever programme they

12     happened to be in at the time.  That's my memory of it.

13 Q.  I take it it was quite intensive, one-to-one care?

14 A.  It was, but there was a lovely homely atmosphere too.

15     They were at home in the evenings and preparing their

16     meal, and the kind of home experience that they were

17     learning and the skills they were learning in

18     St. Joseph's that they were trying to apply now to

19     a more home sort of central place out in the community.

20 Q.  Sister, going back to your statement at 22734,

21     paragraphs 45 to 47 you address the issue of what

22     systems failures, if any, the congregation can identify

23     from the material that you had and that we provided to

24     you.  If we can just go to that, please, paragraph 45

25     says:
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1         "The contemporaneous records that the congregation

2     have retained do not support the allegations of physical

3     abuse which have been made by the eight applicants to

4     the Inquiry.

5         Prior to 1968 allegations have been made by three

6     applicants that there was excessive physical punishment

7     and cruel behaviour, including neglect, at St. Joseph's.

8     Whilst records are limited, we do have some

9     contemporaneous records of this period, including the

10     punishment book entries and entries in the daily diary,

11     together with the evidence from the applicants' personal

12     files.  None of this evidence is consistent with or

13     supports the allegations made against the staff of

14     St. Joseph's.  Whilst the congregation accepts that the

15     regime in St. Joseph's was much more strict prior to

16     1968, we do not consider there is evidence to support

17     the conclusion that there were systemic failures.

18     Indeed, I believe that it is important to view this

19     period in its proper historical context, including the

20     fact that corporal punishment was permitted and

21     attitudes towards and understanding of discipline in the

22     pastoral care of children was very different."

23         If you could scroll down, please:

24         "From 1968 our records are much more detailed and we

25     have not identified any system failures from the
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1     material before us.  Moreover, we would ask the Inquiry

2     to take account of the conclusions of the 1987

3     inspection, which describes St. Joseph's as a centre of

4     excellence in relation to the care of young people,

5     a reputation which was developed by our staff over many

6     years and reflects the St. Louis ethos of care and

7     support for young people."

8         You go on in paragraph 2... -- sorry -- 48 to make

9     the point that those who had complained to the Inquiry,

10     to police or have brought a civil claim against the

11     congregation represent 0.8% of the girls who were

12     resident there between 1922 and '95, Sister.  We know

13     from others that they praised the care that they

14     received at St. Joseph's.

15         Sister, there's nothing really more that I want to

16     highlight from your statement or raise with you about

17     St. Joseph's, but is there anything more that you would

18     like to say to the Inquiry on behalf of the

19     congregation?  Now is the opportunity to do so.

20 A.  Thank you.  Thank you very much.  Well, I suppose when

21     I came to St. Joseph's in 1987, I had come from

22     a different profession of working with children in

23     school and teaching and all of that, and then I came

24     into this setting where children were in residence,

25     children with a lot of serious problems.  What struck me
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1     most forcibly was the way in which they were cared for.

2     I have said a couple of times that the whole focus was

3     about each child's care, safety and protection and

4     helping them to feel in some way valued and respected

5     and that they would somehow or other live that way with

6     each other.

7         That struck me very forcibly, and I remember

8     speaking -- it was with SR234 at one stage.  SR234 was

9     telling me that one of the psychologists who came to the

10     school on a regular basis, Mr Michael Lenaghan, he knew

11     the place very, very well, because he came so often and

12     dealt with girls who had serious problems.  On asking

13     him what was it about St. Joseph's, he said it was

14     about -- he said it was about limits and nurture, and

15     somehow or other that's what I remember, that there were

16     boundaries and limits, which I think were always for

17     safety, and yet at the same time within that there was

18     a nurture which was provided for the girls regardless of

19     their behaviour.  So I think that was -- it was in

20     keeping as far as I could see with the ethos of our

21     congregation and the practice in St. Joseph's.

22         It is said there was other forms of punishment in

23     the earlier days, and I must say the punishment book,

24     you read that and you say "Oh, phew", but that was in

25     another day and another time.  I suppose I can even
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1     remember some of those punishments in our own -- the

2     town where I grew up, where punishment was harsh in

3     different situations, but I think the experience I had

4     during my years there were of that nurture -- limits and

5     nurture.

6 Q.  Sister, there's one thing that we talked about earlier

7     and that was about the size of St. Joseph's --

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  -- the fact that it was small and then in later years

10     certainly it was broken down into even smaller units.

11     I wonder did that mean that the congregation was able to

12     offer a higher level of care, do you think?

13 A.  I do believe so.  I think because the units were like

14     homes or houses.  I am trying to think of the word I am

15     trying to think of.  Like regular housing, a little

16     housing estate where you had seven or eight people

17     living together and trying to live a normal life, as

18     normal as possible, that that certainly facilitated the

19     care rather than being in a larger institution where you

20     would have a whole lot of maybe thirty or so people in

21     a common kitchen or something.  They all had their own

22     little home setting.  Semi-detached homes, that's what

23     I am thinking of -- trying to think of.

24 Q.  You made the point too that in 1972 SR240 had told you

25     that the Northern Ireland Office, in fact, wanted
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1     a bigger unit rather than individual units.  Is that

2     right?

3 A.  Yes, right, with a big industrial kitchen and all that

4     kind of thing, but SR240 didn't want that.  SR240's and

5     SR273's training that they did, they visited a lot of

6     care homes and different centres.  When they were doing

7     their training in Leicester, they went to Scotland and

8     different places, and they became aware of new ways in

9     which children could be cared for, and SR240 brought

10     a lot of that back with her and was keen to establish

11     that at St. Joseph's.  So she kept on, if you like,

12     pushing for the smaller units where care would be more

13     suitable for groups of disturbed young people and staff

14     working together.  Thank you.

15 Q.  Thank you, Sister.  There is nothing more that I want to

16     ask you, but the Panel I am sure will have some

17     questions for you.

18 A.  Thank you.  Thank you, Christine.

19                   Questions from THE PANEL

20 CHAIRMAN:  Sister Canice, can I just ask you one small

21     technical point?  We have seen SR237's name spelt in

22     different ways.  Is it with an

23 A.  SR237.  

24 Q.  

25 A.  No, E.

SR237

SR237
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1 Q.  Thank you.  When SR240 became the Deputy Director,

2     having come after her training in 1968, if I may put it

3     this way, was she effectively the day-to-day leader of

4     St. Joseph's even though she didn't become the Director

5     for a number of years?

6 A.  I can't answer that really, because I wasn't there

7     myself, but there was a new local Superior in the

8     community, who would also have been sort of maybe

9     facilitating SR240 moving into the work of the training

10     school, but she was Deputy Director and she certainly

11     was involved in the school, but wasn't Director right

12     away as far as I know.  I can't give you a satisfactory

13     answer for that.  I am sorry.

14 Q.  Might it have been for other reasons that the Mother

15     Superior was technically the Director, but left the

16     day-to-day running to SR240 as, as you put it, a young

17     whipper-snapper?

18 A.  Yes, I think that could be it, because SR240 was very

19     young and it was very difficult for her to take on that

20     role in a situation where there were older people, and

21     I think the new Superior would have facilitated her in

22     doing that.  Yes, I think, Chairman -- I hope that

23     answers the question.

24 Q.  Yes.  There was, of course, a convent on the site.

25 A.  That's correct, yes.
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1 Q.  So in terms of the religious community SR240 would have

2     been relatively junior.

3 A.  Oh, yes, she was junior, yes.

4 Q.  I see.  If I could then ask you to turn to what you have

5     told us about the aftercare facility, I see a reference

6     in the 1987 inspection report I think it is to the

7     hostel being at  Falls Road.  Is that right?

8 A.  That was the first one we had there, yes.

9 Q.  That was the one that was bought by the Belfast Improved

10     Housing Association?

11 A.  No, Chairman.  The Belfast Improved Housing bought the

12     one on the Glen Road for us.

13 Q.  I see, and the Falls Road one, was that either simply

14     rented by or purchased?

15 A.  Yes, it was purchased by the Training School in the

16     1960s at some stage, towards the end of the 1960s.

17 Q.  I see.

18 A.  I don't have the exact details, Chairman, about that.

19 Q.  And while I am sure its way of working and so on evolved

20     over the years, you described how whenever the Glen Road

21     project was being worked up as a concept in your paper

22     that it offered respite to the girls, which I think

23     speaks for itself possibly, as somewhere they could

24     come, but what was meant by "outreach" in that context?

25 A.  Outreach.  Girls who were actually at home and trying to
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1     maintain, stay at home, that staff from the project

2     would be supporting them.  I think that's what it meant.

3 Q.  I see.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  So it wasn't just that if the girls went back to their

6     family home perhaps on licence, they still had a degree

7     of support available to them?  Is that perhaps what it

8     was?

9 A.  Well, actually girls who were out on licence and were at

10     home could also be in touch with St. Joseph's itself

11     rather than with the Glen Road project.  No.  They were

12     able, if they wished, to go back to St. Joseph's for

13     a visit.

14 Q.  Well, I appreciate that --

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  -- but even nowadays with improved roads it's a little

17     bit out of the way for many people who live in an urban

18     environment.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  Was the Falls Road project in some way an effort to

21     ensure a degree of continued contact with children who

22     were or girls who were by then living at home but

23     perhaps still having problems that they needed

24     assistance with?

25 A.  Yes, or a girl might have a baby and might need to come
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1     there for help with the baby for a couple of days or

2     something like that, could come to the Falls Road or to

3     the Glen Road, but we didn't have much of that in the

4     Glen Road as we had in the Falls Road.  I am not too

5     sure, Mr Chairman, why the word "outreach" was used

6     there now, to be quite honest.

7 Q.  And is it a fair generalisation to say that the majority

8     but, of course, by no means all of the girls who came

9     through St. Joseph's would have come from the greater

10     Belfast area?

11 A.  Yes.  We had quite a few from Belfast, most from

12     Belfast.  That's why we had the aftercare work there.

13     We had girls from Derry and Newry and Strabane and

14     Enniskillen, but mostly from Belfast.

15 Q.  Yes.  Thank you very much, Sister.

16 A.  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

17 MS DOHERTY:  Thanks very much, Sister.  That has been really

18     helpful.

19         Can I just ask about the Management Committee?  When

20     you were working there, were you aware of the Committee?

21     Did you engage with them?  Were they --

22 A.  The Management Committee in Middletown?

23 Q.  In Middletown.

24 A.  No.  Well, I only came to Middletown in 1987, but I knew

25     when they met.  I wasn't ever involved in Management
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1     Committee meetings or anything, but they came for their

2     meetings.

3 Q.  But they didn't have an involvement -- there wasn't --

4     they didn't visit any of the units or engage with the

5     girls?

6 A.  They probably did, and certainly members of the

7     Management Committee did visit the units as far as

8     I remember.  You see, I'm vague about the involvement

9     with the units, because I didn't work -- ever work in

10     any of the units myself.

11 Q.  Can I just ask about the attitude to girls becoming

12     pregnant, what the attitude of the --

13 A.  Well, they were cared for and were taken immediately for

14     medical attention.  It was considered that it was -- you

15     know, a girl who was pregnant needed to be cared for and

16     helped in whatever way she needed help, and that would

17     again be done by maybe at home or in the hostel on the

18     grounds at Middletown.  Girls -- we had a hostel on the

19     grounds for girls who were moving out of the units and

20     staff there.  So some girls would be there -- if they

21     had given birth to a baby, would be there with the baby

22     for a while, maybe getting some help taking care of the

23     baby.

24 Q.  But there wouldn't be a sense that there would have been

25     a very critical approach to them?
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1 A.  Oh, no, no.

2 Q.  Can I just ask about that?  Once the Falls Road and then

3     the Glen Road was set up, did the hostel in St. Joseph's

4     in the ground continue?

5 A.  Oh, it did, yes, yes.

6 Q.  So there was a kind of a throughput?

7 A.  Yes, it was a kind of a stepping on/off place from the

8     training school experience into the community.  So it

9     could end up being into the hostel, then into the Glen

10     Road or wherever.

11 Q.  Thank you very much, Sister.

12 A.  Thank you.

13 MR LANE:  Did you ever do any follow-up work a long while

14     after the girls had left to see how they were getting

15     on?

16 A.  Yes, indeed.  With the field social worker we often

17     visited girls who had settled down often in their own

18     accommodation with maybe a child or two.  I remember

19     visiting girls who were setting up their own home.

20 Q.  Did many of them come back to visit St. Joseph's later

21     on?

22 A.  A lot do.  A lot of the girls who left still keep in

23     touch with us and do come to visit or are constantly in

24     touch with us.  In fact, just yesterday I wrote a letter

25     to one of the girls, who is now forty years of age, and
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1     she is unfortunately in a care institution in England,

2     and she still keeps in touch with myself and with the

3     house -- one of the house staff in the unit she was in

4     in Middletown.  So they do keep in touch, and where they

5     can, they do come back, yes.

6 Q.  Good.  You mentioned the convent.  Did the Sisters in

7     the convent have other responsibilities besides running

8     St. Joseph's?

9 A.  Well, we had a primary school in the parish too where

10     the Sisters taught.  I think most of -- some of the

11     Sisters were retired --

12 Q.  Uh-huh.

13 A.  -- and were not really involved in any outside work.

14 Q.  So there was --

15 A.  Maybe some of them doing art.  One of them was very big

16     into some artwork.  She was retired, doing some flowers

17     and things like that.

18 Q.  So there was a Mother Superior over the convent as

19     a whole, was there?

20 A.  Yes, that's right.

21 Q.  She would have been accountable to whom then?  To the

22     ...?

23 A.  Oh, she was accountable in the earlier days to the

24     Superior General of the Order, but then in more recent

25     years we have had a central leadership team for the
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1     whole Order and then we have regional teams, and so

2     nowadays the Superior in the convent would be answerable

3     to the regional leader and the regional leadership team.

4 Q.  What would the region cover?  What sort of area?

5 A.  Ireland would be a region, yes, the whole of north and

6     south.

7 Q.  Thank you very much.

8 A.  Thank you too.  Thank you very much.

9 CHAIRMAN:  Well, Sister, thank you very much indeed for

10     helping us in that way and answering our questions and,

11     as Ms Smith has reminded you, providing a very detailed

12     statement, which we have read and to avoid unnecessary

13     duplication we don't therefore go over again, but we are

14     very grateful to you for coming and speaking to us this

15     afternoon --

16 A.  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

17 Q.  -- not just in your personal capacity, but as the

18     official representative of the Order.

19 A.  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

20 MS SMITH:  Chairman, just before we conclude today --

21 CHAIRMAN:  Sister, if you wish to leave and rejoin your

22     colleagues, by all means.

23 A.  Thank you very much.

24                      (Witness withdrew)

25 MS SMITH:  Just to highlight the fact that the Inquiry has
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1     received witness statements on behalf of the Department

2     of Health & Social Services, the most recently one --

3     sorry -- the DHSSPS I should say -- the most recent one

4     being from Dr Hilary Harrison dated 12th February 2016,

5     which can be seen at SJM29274 to 29285, and statements

6     from the Department of Justice.  Again the most recent

7     is from Karen Pearson dated 12th February 19... -- sorry

8     -- 2016.  That's at SJM29286 to 29309.  Both of those

9     latter statements were based on material provided to the

10     Inquiry after they gave their initial statements and on

11     material which was also disclosed to them in the bundle.

12     The Inquiry has not considered it necessary to call

13     either to speak to those statements or to the earlier

14     statements they provided, but they have obviously been

15     considered by the Inquiry.

16 CHAIRMAN:  Well, that brings us to the end of the evidence

17     in this module.  Isn't that so?

18 MS SMITH:  Yes, indeed.

19 CHAIRMAN:  Well, ladies and gentlemen, we had set aside

20     a full two sitting weeks, but in the event it has not

21     been necessary to utilise all of that time.  Therefore

22     we are concluding this module now.  There may, as in

23     other modules, still be one or two matters which we seek

24     further information about, but in the normal way we will

25     do that by correspondence, and therefore unless
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1     something most unexpected occurs, we do not anticipate

2     any further oral evidence in relation to St. Joseph's.

3         The next module will commence on Monday, 7th March

4     and will concern a number of Good Shepherd convents in

5     Northern Ireland, three in all, and that will continue

6     until we rise for the Easter break, Easter being

7     I hesitate to say unseasonably early, but unusually

8     early this year.  So thank you very much.

9 (4.10 pm)

10             (Inquiry adjourned until 10 o'clock

11                  on Monday, 7th March 2016)

12                          --ooOoo--
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